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1
Introduction

Raindrop impacts on sand or soil leave small indents behind, which are most eas-
ily visible at the beach: a crater is formed with some mud located at the center (see
figure 1.1). This event is frequently observed in nature in many parts of the world
(like the Netherlands), but when absent, they can be artificially produced by sprin-
klers, generating small drops that hopefully optimally irrigate vegetation. Rain-
drop impact is not always constructive for agriculture or the natural environment,
as it can provoke soil erosion. Already the first impacts of the droplets, on soil
that until that moment was still dry, can disintegrate the soil under the force expe-
rienced and may seal the surface such that deep liquid penetration gets blocked
[1, 2]. Not only in nature the interaction between liquid and granular matter is
ubiquitous, but in industry it is present as well, for instance in the process of wet
granulation, which is used to produce many pharmaceuticals.

In order to understand and influence this interplay between liquid and sand,
the process has been studied recurrently in the accompanying fields (earth sci-
ences, agricultural engineering and powder technology) [3–11]. It is only in the
last decade, that drop impact on sand started to draw the attention of physicists,
with studies focused on rain showers [12, 13] or single drop impact [14–21].

The work captured within this thesis is embedded in the latter area. We will
study the intriguing physics that governs the impact of a single drop on sand. In
figure 1.2, we can see that as soon the droplet impacts, it starts to deform, and
simultaneously sand is compressed downward and start to splash radially out-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: Left: raindrop impact on the beach in San Sebastian, Spain. Courtesy: S.C.
Zhao. Middle: drip and sprinkler irrigation [22, 23]. Right: rill and sheet erosion [24, 25].

Figure 1.2: A side view of a drop impacting on sand, capturing the initial deformation of
the drop and the start of the splash of grains.

wards. Furthermore, the liquid and grains start to mix, resulting in a variety of
liquid residues. Observing this phenomenon, various questions can be addressed.
What are the mechanisms by which the craters are formed? How is the momen-
tum transferred from liquid to sand? Can we understand what causes the variety
of shapes of the liquid-grain mixtures? And what determines the crater shape?

1.1 Building blocks

One of the first things to take into account is that the interaction between the liq-
uid drop and the granular bed is subtle and complex: under impact both drop and
substrate deform; their deformations are entangled. Similar to the illusion of fig-
ure 1.3, where dependent on how you look at it both a young and an elder lady’s
portrait may be observed, drop deformation and target deformation coexist in our
droplet impact problem. However, if we are able to find out what separates them,
we may be able to study them simultaneously, similar to the illusion in the figure
where we can observe both the young and the elder lady and their traits individu-
ally.

2
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Figure 1.3: The famous illusion of the young versus the elder lady, also known as “my wife
and mother-in-law". The earliest version is found on a German postcard, but this one is
assigned to W.E. Hill [26]. Taken from [27].

How can we dismantle drop impact on sand? What are the building blocks?
The first block we can consider is the deformation of a droplet under forcing
(such as impact). Hence, we should look at drop impact on a solid surface, where
evidently, the drop is of main interest. Second, we can investigate the intrigu-
ing behavior of the granular target upon impact of a solid (i.e., non-deforming)
intruder. And lastly, as mixing occurs, we can identify liquid flow into a (non-
moving) porous media. These three topics are concisely discussed below.

1.1.1 Impact of a droplet onto a solid substrate

Drop impact on a solid surface has already been studied one-and-a-half century
ago [28], and still keeps intriguing scientists [29–31]. The question that is asked
most frequently in this area is what controls the droplet spreading, i.e., which
forces are important when the droplet spreads. Where part of the literature has
focused on estimating the full energy balance between the energy present prior to
impact and at maximum droplet spreading, [32–38], others suggest a simple bal-
ance of the dominating forces or energies [31, 33, 39]. In this manner, different
droplet spreading regimes can be defined. For the aim of this work, we find that
the latter path is sufficient in describing the droplet spreading on granular sub-
strates (in chapters 2 and 3).

A first energy balance can be acquired by assuming that all of the initial kinetic
energy of the impacting drop Ek ∝ ρl D3

0U 2
0 (with ρl the liquid density, D0 the drop

diameter, U0 the impact velocity of the droplet) is dissipated by viscosity during
spreading. This viscous dissipation scales as µ(U0/h)D∗

d
3, where µl is the dynamic

3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

viscosity, and D∗
d

and h are the diameter and the thickness of the drop at maximum
spreading respectively. Combining this energy balance with volume conservation
D∗

d
2h ∝ D3

0, this results in D∗
d

/D0 ∝ Re1/5, with the Reynolds number denoted as
Re= ρl D0U0/µl [29, 31, 32, 36, 37, 39–42].

Another regime can be observed when surface tension, σ, limits droplet spread-
ing. By assuming that all initial kinetic energy transforms into surface energy
∼ σD∗

d
2, this results in D∗

d
/D0 ∝ We1/2 upon maximal spreading, with the Weber

number We= ρl D0U 2
0 /σ. This scaling is however typically not experimentally ob-

servable in droplet spreading on solid substrates, which is attributed to viscous
dissipation or break-up of the droplet into a splash [31, 39]. Nonetheless, the max-
imum spreading diameter of the droplet may be captured by a function that is a
combination of these two just mentioned energy balances [36, 42] (referred to as
the energy conservation model), which can collapse data with various properties
onto a single curve.

An alternative method to account for the surface-tension dominated regime
was proposed by Clanet et al. [39]. At the moment the drop impacts, it quickly de-
celerates as it experiences a stopping force by the substrate. The deceleration of
the drop scales as the impact velocity over a typical time scale, i.e., a =U 2

0 /D0. The
final flattened shape of the drop can accordingly be written as a balance of surface
tension by the effective gravity a, with the thickness of the flattened, maximally
spread out droplet given by h =

√

σ/(ρl a), similar to a drop that flattens under the
influence of gravity. Combined with volume conservation, it results in a power-
law with a different scaling exponent D∗

d
/D0 ∝ We1/4. This scaling was found to

be consistent with experiments for low-viscous drops of We> 30 [33, 39, 43–45]. A
combination of this scaling with the viscous one, similar to the energy conserva-
tion model discussed above, can be used to capture the transition from this capil-
lary regime into the viscous one and has shown to collapse with experimental data
[39]. It remains to be understood why some data collapses better with a transition
from a We1/2 to Re1/5 and other experiments with that from We1/4 to Re1/5.

How does the droplet deform under impact? For a tiny impact velocity, the
droplet always retains a shape close to its initial shape and stays a puddle (We. 1).
For increasing impact velocity, the droplets will become thinnest in the center and
a rim is formed at the outer edge, see figure 1.4a. When inertia is further increased,
the spreading lamella breaks up and splashes, figure 1.4b. The presence of a sur-
rounding gas is crucial, as it gives rise to an instability at the rim [46–48] and the
existence of surface roughness on the target will influence the onset to splash-
ing [30]. In the case that only the droplet properties are varied, a dimensionless
splashing parameter can be used, Kd ≡ We1/2Re1/4. A threshold value for Kd can

4
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b)

a)

Figure 1.4: Ethanol droplet impact on sapphire. a) For small velocity, the droplet spreads
out and a rim is formed. b) When velocity is increased, the droplet splashes. Credit: M.A.J.
van Limbeek

be experimentally obtained that captures the transition from deposition towards
splashing [18, 49, 50]. This dimensionless splashing parameter is a phenomeno-
logical description of the splash onset, using a balance of inertial forces to viscous
and surface tension forces. As mentioned before, the full physical details towards
splashing are complex and dependent on the surrounding gas flow and substrate
properties [30, 46–48].

1.1.2 Impact of a solid object onto a granular target

First, we will introduce some general features of granular materials, since the gran-
ular target has intriguing properties that derive from its granular nature. This will
then be followed by a brief discussion of the physics of the impact of solid intrud-
ers onto sand.

Granular matter

Sand or soil, sugar or salt, ball bearing balls or ball pit balls, they can all be con-
sidered as granular matter. They are macroscopic particles, typically larger than
1 µm and, hence, athermal. That is to say, their movements are generally con-
sidered not to be influenced by temperature. The fact they are macroscopic gives
rise to various problems when describing the behavior they exhibit [56–60]. Here,
without pretending to be complete, we will list a few. First, the interaction occurs
through the contacts between the grains, which generally results in an inhomo-
geneous and anisotropic response to external forcing. This can be observed in
figure 1.6a, where a solid intruder impacts on a (2D) bed of photo-elastic particles.

5
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a) c)

e)
b)

d)

Figure 1.5: Some examples of the various states that granular matter can exhibit: a solid,
a liquid and a gas. a) Desert dunes at rest, where the top layer of grains can be transported
under wind flow. b) Resting on top of ball pit balls. c) The resultant picture after a landslide
occurred. d) Grains in a rotating drum, partly at rest, and flowing at the top. e) A volcano
outburst. [51–55]

The ones that are compressed, lighten up and we see that the impact force propa-
gates in a chain-like manner (the so-called force chains) through the material [61].

Second, dissipation between the grains is of paramount importance, and is
not well captured into a global parameter (such as (plastic) deformability in case
of a solid or viscosity for a Newtonian liquid), and there is thus no conservation
of energy. Third, there is generally no clear separation of length-scales, i.e., the
microscopic (particle) and macroscopic scales (that of hydrodynamic fields, like
the density or the velocity) are not clearly separated like in molecular fluids [60,
63]. All in all, a proper constitutive law to describe granular matter is still work in
progress [64, 65].

The common workaround method is to approach the grains either as a solid
material, a liquid or a gas [56]. While walking on sand dunes or after a play in a
ball pit (figure 1.5a,b), one can experience that grains sustain stresses which dis-
plays their solid behavior. Flowing grains are seen when pouring cereals into your
morning milk or yogurt, as well as in landslides after heavy rain (figure 1.5c) or
in the lab when grains are put in a rotating drum (figure 1.5d). A well-known ex-
posure of a granular gas is displayed in figure 1.5e, where the ash of a volcano is
spread out in the air. These three phases can coexist in one configuration, as for
instance in the rotating drum picture or an hour glass. The absence of a true phase
transition between the phases, makes it a challenge to properly describe granular

6
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b)

a)

Figure 1.6: a) Impact of solid intruder on a dense 2D bed of photo-elastic particles.
Adapted with permission from [61]. Copyrighted by the American Physical Society. b)
Impact of an intruder on very loose sand which resembles liquid-like behavior. Also re-
ferred to as dry quicksand. Adapted from [62] with permission from Macmillan Publishers
Ltd.: Nature, copyright (2004).

matter.

In this study, the sand bed response is between solid-like and fluid-like. An im-
portant parameter that affects this behavior is the packing density of the bed, i.e.,
the volume the grains occupy compared to the total volume of grains and voids.
The looser the grains are packed together, the more fluid-like and less solid-like
its response will be, of which dry quicksand is an extreme example (figure 1.6b).
Furthermore, under forcing of any kind (e.g., shear or forced intrusion) the vol-
ume of the sand bed is modified differently for a loose or a dense bed. For low
densities, below a certain critical packing fraction φ∗, the bed will compact under
forcing. For dense beds, however, the system first has to dilate (i.e., expand) before
the grains can flow [66–68]. The effect of packing fraction will be discussed in more
detail in chapters 2, 4 and 5.

Impact on sand

The most severe impacts on granular matter can be found on planets or their satel-
lites, such as our moon (figure 1.7) [69–72]. On the much smaller laboratory-scale,
various experiments of dropping a solid object onto sand were performed. Part of
these studies [71–73] focused on understanding the full trajectory of the intruder
into the bed, i.e., on what causes the intruder to decelerate and eventually come
to rest. Various drag force models were found [62, 68, 73–78], of which the main
ingredients are inertial drag, viscous (or Stokes’) drag, hydrostatic pressure and the

7
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b)a)

Figure 1.7: a) Craters on the south pole of the moon. Credit: D. Roddy, NASA. b) The
Barringer crater in Arizona. Credit: NASA/JPLU/USGS.

weight of the intruder. The importance assigned to each of these ingredients in the
different models varies greatly. A complementary approach is proposed by Hol-
sapple et al. [69, 79], by considering the relevant dimensionless parameters that
set the problem of the formation of (planetary) craters:

ρi Vc

mi
= f

(

U 2
0

g D0
,
ρiU

2
0

Yt
,
ρi

ρt

)

with on the left side the created crater volume Vc , intruder mass mi and density ρi

respectively, written as a function f of the Froude number U 2
0 /(g D0), the dimen-

sionless inverse target strength (or inverse Newton number), and the density ratio
of impactor and target. Here, g is the gravitational acceleration, Yt the target yield
strength, and ρt the bulk density of the target. For a granular target, where the
bulk density ρt can be written as ρgφ0, other non-dimensional parameters can be
added into the function f , such as the packing fraction φ0, the friction between
particles ηg or the ratio between intruder and grain diameter D0/dg .

When only examining variations in the intruder properties, commonly a bal-
ance of two energies is proposed, based on two different underlying mechanisms
[79, 80]: the impact energy goes either into plastic deformation of the target, pro-
portional to Yt Vc , or into the lifting of material that is moved out of the crater (i.e.,
gravitational excavation), proportional to ρt gVc Zc , with Zc the depth of the crater.
For the first, if one assumes that the crater volume can be related to one relevant
length scale, like the diameter Dc , such that Vc ∝ D3

c , this length scale is propor-
tional to the impact energy to the power 1/3:

Dc

D0
∝

(

ρiU
2
0

Y

)1/3

8
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For the latter, we obtain a power-law exponent 1/4:

Dc

D0
∝

(

ρi

ρt

U 2
0

g D0

)1/4

Interestingly, many [80–82] find for the crater diameter a power-law exponent
of 1/4 with energy, suggesting gravitational excavation as main energy sink, but
for the crater depth a power-law exponent of 1/3 is obtained [74, 82], which in-
dicates plastic deformation. Also more complicated relations between diameter
and depth are reported [71, 83]. In the field of impact on sand, variations in the
packing fraction are hardly studied systematically [68]. We will discuss these scal-
ings further in chapter 4, where we look into the crater formation after a droplet
impacts.

1.1.3 Liquid penetration into pores between the sand grains

In 1856 a book was published by Henri Darcy discussing the water distribution in
the town Dijon. Tucked away in an appendix, an empirical derivation on the flux,
~q of water through a porous medium (sand) was derived, which is now known as
Darcy’s law: ~q =− κ

µl

~∇P , with κ the permeability of the material and~∇P the pres-
sure gradient that will drive the liquid into the pores [84]. This relation indicates
that the larger the pressure exerted on the liquid, or the easier it is for liquid to
flow into the pores (higher permeability), the higher the flux into the the porous
medium. For drop impact on a porous substrate, the driving pressure can be either
caused by the inertia of the impacting droplet, Pi = ρlU

2
0 , or result from capillary

suction, Pc = 2σcosθ/r , with θ the (effective) contact angle of the liquid on the
pore surface and r the pore radius. Depending on the wettability of the substrate,
the capillary pressure will either prevent liquid to enter the pores (hydrophobic,
θ > 90°) or promote penetration (hydrophilic, θ < 90°). We will relate the penetra-
tion of liquid into pores to the mixing of liquid and grains in chapters 2 and 3.

1.2 In this thesis

In this thesis, we study single droplet impact on sand to unravel the underlying
physics of the crater formation process. We will start with focusing on the droplet
deformation and mixing in the first two chapters, subsequently shift towards the
deformation of the sand in chapters 4 and 5, and finally discuss a comparison of
drop impact near closed and open-ended holes.

9



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The main focus of chapter 2 is the explanation of the variety of liquid-grain
shapes observed after impact. We find that the transition between curved, com-
pact residues and flat ones can be explained by a transition from a situation where
little mixing between liquid and grains occurs and the liquid-grain mixture is still
able to contract, to one where mixing is dominant and all kinetic energy of the
droplet is lost during its spreading phase. Various ingredients are needed to pre-
dict this transition, of which an estimate of the amount of the initial droplet energy
that is going either into droplet deformation or into deformation of the sand is of
key importance. In fact, we find that this energy partitioning is applicable in all the
cases that we have studied in this thesis.

We further deepen our understanding of liquid-grain mixing in chapter 3,
where we study how it affects the maximum spreading diameter and splashing
threshold of the droplet. We find that the mixing between liquid and grains can be
modeled similar to the growth of a viscous boundary layer which develops when
a liquid drop spreads on a solid surface. Using this as an input for a modified
Reynolds number, we will show that the maximum spreading of the droplet goes
from a capillary regime of little mixing, towards a viscous regime where mixing
is dominant. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the splashing threshold for the
spreading liquid can be captured with the same modified non-dimensional num-
bers.

In chapter 4, we focus on the target deformation and investigate by which
mechanisms the crater is formed. We compare the final crater shape with its shape
at the moment during impact at which the crater reaches its maximum depth. We
find that the packing density of the bed affects initially only the crater depth and
not its diameter, but when the crater develops further the diameter of the crater is
altered as well. Looking into various measurable quantities, we provide evidence
that avalanches become more pronounced for looser packing fractions and larger
impact velocities, leading in these cases to broader craters.

Next, in chapter 5, we investigate the effect of the deformability of the intruder
by comparing the impact of a droplet on a granular bed with that of a solid in-
truder of similar size and density. We find that droplets produces craters that are
relatively broad and shallow when compared to those formed by solid intruders.
Nonetheless, we show that the excavated crater volume is similar. We trace this
back to the deformability of the impacting drop, by which the droplet momentum
is not only transferred vertically to the bed, but also partly radially outwards.

A last aspect that we want to elucidate on, is what happens for drop impact
on an uneven non-deformable surface, similar to the top layer of a sand bed. In
chapter 6, we look into the simplified and well-controlled case of a droplet that im-

10
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pacts onto a solid substrate close to a large-scale roughness, namely a millimeter-
size hole. We find that drop impact near a closed version (pit) or an open version
(pore), where air may escape through the bottom even if the top part of the hole
is sealed by the spreading droplet, result in different phenomena. For both type of
holes, splashing at the hole edge occurs, however, we find that for the closed-end
pit the splash is much more pronounced in volume and speed and postulate that
the air present inside it plays a key role, as it will redirect the spreading lamella.
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2
A dynamic explanation of crater

morphologies

As a droplet impacts upon a granular substrate, both the intruder and the target

undergo deformation, during which the liquid may penetrate into the substrate.

These three aspects together distinguish it from other impact phenomena in the lit-

erature. We perform high-speed, double-laser profilometry measurements and dis-

entangle the dynamics into three aspects: the deformation of the substrate during

the impact, the maximum spreading diameter of the droplet, and the penetration

of the liquid into the substrate. By systematically varying the impact speed and the

packing fraction of the substrate, (i) the substrate deformation indicates a critical

packing fraction φ∗ ≈ 0.585; (ii) the maximum droplet spreading diameter is found

to scale with a Weber number corrected by the substrate deformation; and (iii) a

model of the liquid penetration is established and is used to explain the observed

crater morphology transition.

This chapter is published as: Song-Chuan Zhao, Rianne de Jong, and Devaraj van der Meer,
“Raindrop impact on sand: a dynamic explanation of crater morphologies" Soft Matter 11, 6562-
6568 (2015).
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CHAPTER 2. CRATER MORPHOLOGIES

2.1 Introduction

Liquid droplets impacting on a granular layer are very common in nature, indus-
try, and agriculture, ranging from raindrops falling onto the desert sand or soil
to granulation in the production process of many pharmaceuticals. In spite of
the fact that it is common, the physical mechanisms involved in the impact of a
droplet on sand did not attract much attention until recently [6, 11, 14–21, 85, 86],
and the underlying physics is still largely unexplored. In contrast, droplet impact
on a solid surface or a liquid pool has been studied extensively [29, 36, 39]. How-
ever, a granular substrate can act both solid-like and fluid-like [56] and many ex-
periments have been conducted to reveal the response of a granular packing to a
solid object impact [68, 71, 75, 80, 82, 87, 88], where the intruder does not deform.
Droplet impact on a granular substrate adds new challenges to the above: First,
both the intruder and the target, not merely one of the two, deform during impact;
second, the liquid composing the droplet may penetrate into the substrate during
the impact and may, in the end, completely merge with the grains. These complex
interactions between the droplet intruder and the granular target create various
crater morphologies as reported in the literature [14, 15, 17, 21, 86], see figure 2.1
for examples. An appealing and natural question is by what mechanism craters
are formed and how this leads to the observed rich morphological variation. This
is the main focus of this chapter. Quantitative dynamic details, e.g., on the defor-
mation of droplet and substrate in response to the impact, are necessary to gain
insight about this issue. Previous dynamic measurements only regard the droplet
spreading [15, 17, 18] or individual splashing grains [20], and a systematical study
of the effect of the packing fraction of the substrate is still missing. In this chap-
ter, we perform dynamic measurements with high-speed laser profilometry and
study the dependence of the dynamics on impact speed and packing fraction of
the granular substrate. Following the discussion about the results of the substrate
deformation and the droplet deformation and the underlying physics, a quantita-
tive model is established which explains the observed crater morphologies in the
end.

2.2 Experimental methods

A water droplet with diameter D0 = 2.8 mm acts as the intruder. The water droplet
is pinched off from a needle at rest and dropped from a certain height. The droplet
is accelerated by gravity and impacts on the horizontal surface perpendicularly.
The impact speed, U0, is computed from a calibrated height-speed profile. Rain
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2.2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

doughnut tru�e pancake

Figure 2.1: Various crater morphologies observed in the experiments are categorized as:
doughnut, truffle, and pancake.
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Figure 2.2: a) Setup sketch. The height, z(x, y), is measured as a function of coordinates
on the horizontal x y plane with laser sheets and a high speed camera. b) An image taken
during the impact, where the droplet is at its maximum deformation. Two laser lines are
used for high-speed profilometry, where the deflection of the laser lines indicates the de-
formation of the target surface. c) The laser line deflection in b) is used to reconstruct the
height, z, as a function of the distance to the impact center, r . The dashed line indicates
the initial surface height, z = 0 and the center depth is labeled Zc . d) Time evolution z(r, t)
of the crater depth.
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CHAPTER 2. CRATER MORPHOLOGIES

consists of droplets with a maximum diameter 6 mm [89] falling at their terminal
velocity. For a droplet diameter of 2.8 mm, the terminal velocity is about 7 m/s.
In this chapter however, the impact speed is one of the important control param-
eters and is varied from 1.35 m/s to 4.13 m/s. The target granular packing consists
of polydisperse soda lime glass beads with diameter dg = 70− 110 µm and spe-
cific density ρg = 2500 kg/m3. While there are studies considering the effect of the
wettability of grains [6, 19], the wettability is not varied in this chapter, where hy-
drophilic grains are used. Grains are put into an oven at 90◦C for at least half hour
before experiments, after which we let them cool down to room temperature. Var-
ious packing fractions, φ0, are prepared via air fluidization and a tapping device
(figure 2.2a). The initial packing fraction φ0 is computed according to the surface
height relative to the container edge before impact. During the impact, the height
of the substrate surface, z(x, y), is measured by high-speed laser profilometry with
a typical depth resolution of 0.1 mm per pixel. The impact process is captured
by a high speed camera (Photron SA-X2) with a frame rate of 10 000 Hz, of which
an experimental image is shown in figure 2.2b. For dynamic analysis, the surface
height before impact is taken as the reference z = 0. We use two laser lines for
the profilometry, and, as the surface deforms, the lines are deflected. We translate
the deflection into the height function, z(r ), where r is the distance to the impact
center in the horizontal plane, i.e., r =

√

(x −xc )2 + (y − yc )2, where xc , yc are the
coordinates of the impact center. Assuming axisymmetry, the impact center is lo-
cated by determining when the deflections reconstructed from individuals laser
lines match. Henceforth, the height function, z(r ), used for further analysis is al-
ways averaged over the two laser lines. An example of z(r ) and its time evolution
are illustrated in figures 2.2c and d.

2.3 Substrate deformation

We use the depth of the crater center, Zc (t ) as defined in figure 2.2c, to charac-
terize the development of the crater. A typical temporal evolution of the crater
depth is shown in figure 2.3. In the beginning the crater becomes deeper with
time. At a certain moment, the crater reaches its maximum depth Z∗

c , after which
the droplet contracts and transports grains mixed with it towards the crater cen-
ter. An avalanche subsequently occurs at a longer time scale. Both of these effects
tend to decrease Zc , i.e., make the crater shallower. Here, we focus only on the
early stage of Zc(t ) and quantify its evolution by measuring two quantities: the
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Figure 2.3: Crater depth versus time. The maximum crater depth is denoted as as Z ∗
c . A

straight line is fitted on the data points of t ≤ (D0 +2Z ∗
c )/U0. The slope of this fit, Us , is

used to indicate the speed of the deformation. Here, U0 = 3.19 m/s, and φ0 = 0.569.

initial speed of the deformation, Us , and the maximum crater depth, Z∗
c

1. The be-
havior of these two quantities is essential to understand not only the response of
the granular substrate, but also the deformation of the droplet and the formation
of various crater shapes.

2.3.1 Deformation speed

The initial deformation speed Us is determined as the slope of a linear fit of Zc(t )
within a time duration t ≤ timp, where timp = (D0 + 2Z∗

c )/U0 denotes the impact
time scale (figure 2.3). The ratio of the impact velocity and this deformation speed
is plotted in figure 2.4a for all experiments. This ratio is largely independent of
impact speed which implies that it is an inherent property of the granular sub-
strate. On the other hand, the dependence on the packing fraction φ0 indicates
a transition around φ∗ ≈ 0.5852. Here, we introduce a simple scenario to eluci-
date this transition. Upon impact the droplet – with a mass Md – accelerates a
certain amount of grains in the vertical direction to the initial deformation speed
Us , while by vertical momentum conservation the momentum lost by the droplet

1When the droplet reaches its maximum spreading diameter, its average thickness h =
(2/3)D0(D0/D∗

d
)2. According to the geometric configuration of the experiments, the depth differ-

ence introduced by this thickness is 0.37h. For the smallest U0, the least spreading case, where the
refraction introduces the largest error, this estimation gives a height difference of 0.14 mm, which
is close to the depth resolution of the laser profilometry system. Moreover, this refraction error is
well below the smallest measured Z∗

c of 0.5 mm. Since the center of the impact droplet is even thin-
ner than h as estimated above, the influence on the maximum center depth measurement would be
even weaker in practice.

2Although the measurement of Us is merely the first approximation of the deformation speed, we
confirm that φ∗ is not altered by reducing the fitting region to half its size.
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Figure 2.4: a) The ratio of the impact velocity U0 and the deformation speed of the sub-
strate Us as a function of packing fraction φ0. The Y-axis, (U0 −Us)/Us , indicates the
amount of grains involved in the deformation Ms normalized by the droplet mass Md

(see text), where Us is the speed of the substrate deformation (figure 2.3). b) The volume
change of the substrate, ∆Vc , for experiments with the same impact speed U0 = 3.75 m/s,
but three different packing fractions, φ0 = 0.571,0.588,0.602, from bottom to top.

is proportional to Md (U0−Us ). Thus, the mass of grains accelerated by the droplet
is (U0 −Us )/Us times larger than the mass of the droplet. This ratio, plotted in
figure 2.4a, therefore indicates the amount of substrate material involved in the
deformation dynamics and the yield stress of the substrate, i.e., the larger this ra-
tio is, the harder is the substrate. With this interpretation, the observed transition
at φ∗ in figure 2.4a is reminiscent of the penetration force transition which points
to the dilatancy transition [66].

The dilatancy transition expresses a peculiar phenomenon that shearing a
granular packing above a threshold packing fraction results in dilation (i.e., ex-
pansion along the perpendicular directions), whereas a loose packing is just com-
pactified under such a perturbation [67]. Though the word ‘dilation’ describes a
change of the volume, previous studies have shown that the dilatancy transition
is accompanied by a force response transition [66, 68, 88, 90]. As explained above,
this force transition feature is already encapsulated by the factor (U0 −Us )/Us

representing momentum transfer, and the volume change of the substrate is sup-
posed to give a transition at φ∗ as well. We compute the volume change as the
integral, ∆Vc = π

∫

z(r )dr 2, for each frame. The result is plotted in the figure 2.4b

for three experiments with different φ0 but the same impact speed U0. The vol-
ume change is negative (i.e., the substrate compactifies) for the loosest substrate
and indeed increases to positive (indicating dilation) with increasing φ0. Based on
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2.3. SUBSTRATE DEFORMATION

the above evidence we define a critical packing fraction φ∗ ≈ 0.5853. The grains
underneath the droplet intruder are forced to rearrange to φ∗ during the impact
whatever the initial packing fraction φ0 is. This value will be used to model the
mixing between liquid and grains.

2.3.2 Maximum crater depth

In contrast to figure 2.4, the maximum crater depth, Z∗
c plotted in figure 2.5a, de-

pends on both the initial packing fraction, φ0, and the impact speed of the droplet,
U0. It has been shown above that a dense substrate is more difficult to deform,
therefore it should come as no surprise to see that the maximum crater depth Z∗

c

decreases with φ0. The increase of Z∗
c with the impact speed U0 is also anticipated:

a higher impact energy generates a deeper crater.

Studies on solid intruder impact on a granular substrate [75, 80, 82] can help to
further understand the impact speed dependence. For a crater created by a solid
object, two scaling laws of its depth with impact energy are suggested based on
how the kinetic energy, Ek , is dissipated [80]. Assuming that plastic deformation
is the most dissipating process, the crater volume scales with the kinetic energy,
which yields Z∗

c ∼ E 1/3
k

[75, 82]. On the other hand, if material ejection absorbs
most of the impact energy, then the converted gravitational energy leads to Z∗

c ∼
E 1/4

k
. The volume change in figure 2.4b implies strong plastic deformations during

the impact. However, in the case of droplet impact, not only the substrate but also
the intruder dissipates the impact energy via deformations. To apply the above
arguments, we therefore first need to decide upon the distribution of Ek between
the droplet and the granular packing.

The droplet experiences a deceleration force. This force does work on both
the droplet and the granular target along the total displacement, 1

2 D0 + Z∗
c . This

work transforms the impact energy Ek = MdU 2
0 /2 into other energy forms, such as

surface energy of the droplet and dissipation inside the substrate. Out of the total
displacement, 1

2 D0 is the contribution of the droplet deformation, while Z∗
c is that

of the substrate deformation. Such a force, Ek /( 1
2 D0 + Z∗

c ), indicates the average
interaction between droplet and the substrate, from which we can estimate the en-
ergy absorbed by the droplet Ed and that absorbed by the substrate Es as the work

3Note that these measurements pertain to the initial deformation of the bed, i.e., before liquid-
grain mixing becomes important. The dilation and its transition reported here are inherent prop-
erties of granular packings, independent of the intruder properties. This is different to the dilation
measured from the final crater volume [16], where the residue of the liquid-grain mixture plays a
very important role.
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Figure 2.5: a) Maximum crater depth Z ∗
c (non-dimensionalized with the droplet radius

D0) versus packing fraction φ0. The impact velocity, U0, is color coded. The dependence
on φ0 is stronger than that on U0. b) Maximum crater depth scaled with the cubic root of
the energy transferred into the substrate, Es , again versus φ0. See text and equation 2.1 for
details.

done by this interaction force to deform the droplet and substrate respectively:

Ed =
D0

D0 +2Z∗
c

Ek ; Es =
Z∗

c

D0/2+Z∗
c

Ek (2.1)

This energy distribution is estimated using the average force between the intruder
and the target. While it has been shown that the impact force between a droplet
and a solid surface is time dependent [36, 91], the subsequent analysis justifies
equation 2.1 by hindsight.

With measured Z∗
c and Ek , the energy distributed into the substrate Es can

be computed for all experiments. We find that Z∗
c ∝ E 1/3

s is the better relation
to collapse the dependence on U0 (figure 2.5b). For a given φ0, a power law fit
gives Z∗

c ∝ Eα
s with α = 0.33±0.04. This scaling suggests plastic deformation as

the main cause of energy dissipation, which stands to reason. We will show that
the kinetic energy distribution in equation 2.1 has essential consequences to the
droplet deformation and the crater morphology as well.
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2.4. MAXIMUM DROPLET DIAMETER

2.4 Maximum droplet diameter

In contrast to solid object impact, the droplet deforms during impact [15, 17, 18].
This droplet deformation changes the contact area between liquid and grains,
which will turn out to play an important role in determining the crater morphol-
ogy. In this section we focus on the maximum spreading of the droplet.

For most of our experiments, the droplet contracts after spreading, which im-
plies that surface tension is the dominant stopping force of droplet deformation.
In this regime, the Weber number We = ρl D0U 2

0 /σ is the expected relevant di-
mensionless parameter measuring the relative importance of the kinetic energy
of the impacting droplet and the surface energy. Here, ρl is the density of the liq-
uid and σ is its surface tension. Previous studies about droplet impact on a solid
substrate have proposed two models for maximum diameter, D∗

d
, that is reached

by the droplet. One is based on an energy conservation argument where the ki-
netic energy is converted to the surface energy. This model results in a scaling
D∗

d
/D0 ∝ We1/2 [92]. The other more recent model balances the inertial force with

the surface tension and suggests D∗
d

/D0 ∝ We1/4 [39]. In the latter case significant
amount of the impact energy is dissipated into internal degrees of the droplet.

In figure 2.6a, the maximum droplet diameter in our experiments is plotted
against the Weber number We for different packing fractions. We observe that
data with the same impact speed U0 are scattered due to the variation in pack-
ing fraction, where a denser packing typically generates a larger droplet deforma-
tion. This can be understood from the dependence of the substrate deformation
on the initial packing fraction (figure 2.5) together with equation 2.1. It has been
shown that a denser packing deforms less, thus more energy is transferred into
the droplet resulting in a larger spreading. In the energy conservation model [92],
We needs to be replaced with an effective Weber number We† = D0/(D0 +2Z∗

c )We.
Furthermore, during the impact the droplet experiences an average deceleration
force with magnitude ∼ Ed / 1

2 D0 [equation 2.1]. Reproducing the argument in the
force balance model introduced in ref. 39, the droplet deforms to balance such a
deceleration, which yields a scaling with We† as well. Therefore, we suggest to use
We† = D0

D0+2Z∗
c

We for the impact on a deformable substrate, where Z∗
c characterizes

the deformation of the substrate.

When the maximum droplet deformations are plotted versus effective Weber
number in figure 2.6b, we find that the data collapse onto a master curve. A power

law fit gives We†0.250±0.012
, which implies that our experiments are well described

by the force balance model of Clanet et al. [39]. Previous studies on this topic
rather used the traditional Weber number and reported smaller scaling exponents
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c is the maximum crater depth (figure 2.3). Packing
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/D0 ∝We†1/4
.

no larger than 1/5 [15, 18]. This had been interpreted either as a viscous effect
[18] or as a result of the density ratio of the liquid and sand [15]. However, liq-
uids with the same viscosity and density but different surface tension scale differ-
ently [18]. We speculate that, other than viscosity, the impact energy distribution
in equation 2.1 may be helpful to understand those inconsistent observations in
the literature. The mechanism leading to equation 2.1 is that the impact energy
Ek is distributed according to the relative stiffness of the intruder and the target,
i.e., the balance goes always towards the most easy deformation. The extreme case
is that either the intruder or the target is undeformable, in which case the energy
quickly transfers into the deformable medium. When both intruder and target are
deformable, the impact energy dissipates more into the ‘softer’ one. For instance,
while impacting on the same substrate, a liquid droplet with a smaller surface ten-
sion is easier to deform, and in consequence the substrate behaves more solid-like,
and We1/4 is more likely to be recovered. This could explain the different scaling
exponents found for liquids that only differ in surface tension in ref. 18. The com-
putation of equation 2.1 requires the maximum crater depth, Z∗

c , which is mea-
sured for the first time in the present experiments.
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2.5 Liquid-grain mixture and the crater morphology

Until so far we considered the deformation of the target and that of the intruder
separately. However, they are ‘miscible’ as well, i.e., the liquid that composes the
droplet penetrates into the granular substrate. This penetration results in the for-
mation of a liquid-grain mixture which needs to be taken into account in order
to understand the crater morphology [17, 18, 21]. By changing impact speed U0

and the initial packing fraction φ0 the crater morphology is found to vary system-
atically. According to the residue shape the observed craters are categorized into
three groups: doughnut, truffle, and pancake (figure 2.1). The residue consists of
a mixture of liquid and grains, which is referred to as ‘liquid marble’ in ref. 21. The
discrimination between doughnut and truffle is vague, as while changing the im-
pact parameters one shape seems to be continuously transformed into the other,
whereas the transition from truffle to pancake is more abrupt. In this section, a
model about the liquid penetration is established together with the knowledge
already obtained in the previous sections. We will use this model to explain the
various crater morphologies.

The doughnut and truffle residues are formed from the grains mixed with the
liquid which are transported towards crater center by the droplet contraction. If
the penetration during the impact is little, after the contraction, pure liquid con-
centrates at the crater center surrounded by the mixture of liquid and grains. After
a few hundreds of milliseconds, the liquid in the center penetrates into the sub-
strate due to gravity and capillary force leaving a dimple, i.e., creating a doughnut
residue. More penetration results in a smaller amount of pure liquid at the cen-
ter, such that the residue gradually becomes a truffle. With even more penetration
the droplet is hardly able to contract, leaving a flat residue, the pancake shape.
Therefore, knowing the amount of penetration of liquid between grains is crucial
to understand the morphology phase diagram.

The transition from doughnut to truffle is continuous, while a sharper tran-
sition between truffle and pancake is observed. We estimate the volume of the
liquid-grain mixture to characterize the penetration amount and define a thresh-
old volume V ∗ to separate doughnut/truffle and pancake regime. When this
threshold mixture volume, V ∗, is reached, the droplet loses the high curvature
edge that promotes contraction. This happens when the volume of the mix-
ture in the substrate, V ∗, equals the volume of pure liquid above the substrate,
Vl −V ∗(1−φ), where Vl is the initial droplet volume (figure 2.7 inset):

V ∗ =
Vl

2−φ
. (2.2)
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If the time scale to reach this critical mixing volume, tmix, is shorter than the im-
pact time scale timp = (D0 +2Z∗

c )/U0, the droplet contraction is suppressed, and
pancake shapes are observed. Otherwise, the droplet is able to contract, mixed
with grains, and forms a doughnut/truffle residue.

To quantitatively examine the above picture, we need to formulate the mixing
progress. Describing the granular substrate as a porous medium, we start with
Darcy’s law:

Q

A
≈

κP

µL
. (2.3)

Here, the permeability of the granular packings, κ, is defined by Carman-Kozeny
relation κ = (1−φ)3d 2

g /(180φ2), where Q is the volume flux into the porous sub-
strate, P the driving pressure, µ the dynamic viscosity of the liquid, L the pene-
tration depth of the liquid into the porous substrate, and A the contact area. In
equation 2.3 we estimate the pressure gradient inside the sand as P/L. Further-
more, the conservation of liquid volume calls for

Q

A
= (1−φ)

dL

d t
. (2.4)

Here, we only consider L as a function of time. The total liquid volume penetrating
into the substrate is given by (1−φ)AL.

Combining equation 2.3 and equation 2.4, the penetration depth L is solved as
L(t ) =

√

2Pκ/(µ(1−φ)) t . From here, one can define the time scale for which the
volume of the mixture reaches the critical volume, AL(tmix) =V ∗:

tmix =
(

V ∗

A

)2 (1−φ)µ

2κP
. (2.5)

To apply equation 2.5 a few quantities need to be evaluated and explained.
The contact area is estimated as A =πD∗

d
2/4, i.e., the contact area at the measured

maximum spreading diameter. The packing fraction φ is evaluated by the criti-
cal packing fraction φ∗rather than the initial packing fraction φ0 as explained in
figure 2.4. The last missing piece is the driving pressure P . There are three candi-
dates: the gravitational pressure, the inertial pressure, and the capillary pressure
caused by the hydrophilicity of the grains that tries to pull the liquid into the bed.
Since the droplet diameter is at the magnitude of the capillary length, gravity can-
not significantly deform the droplet. The large droplet deformation shown in fig-
ure 2.6 indicates that the inertial pressure is much larger than gravity. A simple
experiment of zero impact speed, in which we determine how fast the droplet is
absorbed by the bed, also indicates that for the used grains capillary pressure is
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Figure 2.7: Phase diagram of the crater morphology. On the y-axis we plot the ratio be-
tween two time scales, namely the impact time scale timp and the mixing time tmix. The
horizontal dashed line indicates a ratio of 1, where the transition is expected. On the x-axis
we have the impact speed U0. The various crater morphologies are labeled with different
symbols (see legend), whereas the color of the symbols indicate initial packing fraction.
The inset shows a schematic of the droplet for which V =V ∗ at maximum expansion.

at least two order of magnitude smaller than the inertial pressure. Therefore it is
justified to consider the inertial pressure as the driving pressure. In the analysis of
maximum droplet deformation and the introduction of the effective Weber num-
ber We† it was already implied that the average deceleration force experienced by
the droplet equals Ed / 1

2 D0 [equation 2.1]. The inertial pressure is evaluated in
consequence as:

P =
Ed

1
2 D0 A

=
MlU

2
0

A(D0 +2Z∗
c )

. (2.6)

With all the quantities in equation 2.5 now defined, we can finally compare the
time scales, timp and tmix, in figure 2.7.

Three features from the experimental phase diagram are recovered in fig-
ure 2.7: (i) the transition is dominated by impact speed; (ii) a denser packing
induces more mixture; and (iii) the expected transition discriminating dough-
nut/truffle and pancake morphology around U0 ≈ 3.2m/s is indeed indicated by
the condition timp = tmix. We emphasize that the inertial pressure driving penetra-
tion during the droplet spreading is considered to dominate the crater morphol-
ogy transition, rather than gravity during the recession as was suggested in ref. 17.
Therefore, the reference time scale is the characteristic period of the inertial pres-
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sure, timp, rather than the contact time scale ∼
√

ρl D2
0/σ [21]. Finally, it is worthy

to note that according to equation 2.5 and equation 2.6 the ratio of the time scales
timp/tmix is independent of the substrate deformation Z∗

c . To apply and check the
model, only D∗

d
needs to be measured.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study the deformation of the droplet and the granular pack-
ing during impact. The deformation of the granular substrate decreases with the
initial packing fraction (figure 2.5), however, the deformation speed exhibits evi-
dence of dilation and defines a critical packing fraction φ∗ ≈ 0.585 in figure 2.4.
The substrate deformation introduces an impact energy distribution, equation 2.1,
between the intruder and the target. An effective Weber number, We†, is defined
accordingly, and the droplet maximum deformation, D∗

d
, is shown to be consis-

tent with a scaling law D∗
d
∼ We†1/4

in figure 2.6, which suggests a scenario where
surface tension balances inertial pressure. Finally, based on the results of φ∗ and
D∗

d
, a model is established to describe the penetration of the liquid into the sub-

strate. This model evaluates the competition between the penetration time and
the impact time, from which it is able to explain the observed morphology tran-
sition between the doughnut/truffle and the pancake crater shapes (figure 2.7).
The energy distribution as given in equation 2.1, which is essential to understand
the deformation of the target and the intruder, is estimated with the average in-
teraction force. Its validation needs time resolved measurement of the interaction
force.
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3
Liquid-grain mixing suppresses droplet

spreading and splashing

Would a raindrop impacting on a coarse beach behave differently from that im-

pacting on a desert of fine sand? We study this question by a series of model exper-

iments, where the packing density of the granular target, the wettability of individ-

ual grains, the grain size, the impacting liquid, and the impact speed are varied.

We find that by increasing the grain size and/or the wettability of individual grains

the maximum droplet spreading undergoes a transition from a capillary regime to-

wards a viscous regime, and splashing is suppressed. The liquid-grain mixing is

discovered to be the underlying mechanism. An effective viscosity is defined accord-

ingly to quantitatively explain the observations.

This chapter is published as: Song-Chuan Zhao, Rianne de Jong, and Devaraj van der Meer,
“Liquid-grain mixing suppresses droplet spreading and splashing during impact", Phys. Rev. Lett.
118, 054502 (2017).
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CHAPTER 3. LIQUID-GRAIN MIXING

3.1 Introduction

Droplet impact has been studied over a century since the spark visualizations of
Worthington [28, 93]. Owing to the development of experimental techniques and
computation power, our knowledge about the dynamics of droplet impact upon
a solid surface or a liquid pool has greatly improved [29–31]. In general, the dy-
namics, quantified by, e.g., the maximum spreading diameter and the splashing
threshold, are governed by the interplay of three forces, namely those due to the
viscosity, surface tension, and inertia of the impacting droplet. In accordance with
which forces are dominant, two distinct regimes can be identified [39, 49].

In contrast, and despite of its ubiquity, droplet impact on sand did not attract
much attention until recently [14, 15, 17–19, 21, 94, 95], and the underlying physics
is still largely unexplored. There are at least two unique features about droplet im-
pact on sand. One is the particular force response of a granular target which can be
both solid-like and liquid-like [56]. The other is the possibility of mixing between
liquid and grains which has been shown to be responsible to the formation of vari-
ous crater morphologies [14, 17, 21, 94]. These features add new dimensions to the
parameter space of droplet impact phenomena, e.g., the properties of individual
grains and the whole packing, and therefore present new challenges as well. Be-
sides potential applications in environmental science and agriculture [96], reveal-
ing the role that these new parameters play provides a framework to test to what
extent the concepts established for the conventional droplet impact phenomena
may be applied. In this chapter, we report our experimental study of the effect of
the wettability of individual grains and the grain size on droplet impact dynamics.

3.2 Experimental methods

In our experiments the impacting droplet is composed of either water or ethanol
mixed with food dye (mass fraction < 2%) for visualization purposes. The diameter
of the water droplets, D0, is fixed to 2.8 mm for most experiments and to 3.5 mm
occasionally. The diameter of the ethanol droplets is, in general, fixed to 1.8 mm
and to 2.5 mm occasionally. The impacting droplet is released from a nozzle above
the substrate. The impact speed, U0, reaches from 1.1 m/s to 5.5m/s by altering
the falling height. The target consists of a bed of beads which is prepared at a
packing density in the range of 0.55−0.63 by air fluidization and taps 1. While the
droplet deformation is visualized with a high-speed camera, at the same instance

1The range of packing fraction for glass and ceramic beads are 0.55−0.6 and 0.58−0.63 respec-
tively.
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3.3. MAXIMUM DROPLET SPREADING

Table 3.1: Contact angles for water and ethanol, θw and θe , respectively and grain size dg

for the used granular materials.

Material dg [µm] cosθw cosθe

Silane-coated soda lime 114, 200 < 0 -
Ceramic 98, 167, 257 0.3 -
Piranha-cleaned ceramic 98, 167, 257 0.6-0.72 1

the deformation of the substrate surface is measured by an in-house-built high-
speed laser profilometer, see chapter 2.

We used three types of wettabilities for beads of various sizes [cf. Table 3.1]:
hydrophobic silane-coated soda lime, hydrophilic ZrO2 ceramic, and very hy-
drophilic ZrO2 ceramic cleaned with a piranha solution. The grain size, dg , is
represented by the mean of the size distribution which is measured under a mi-
croscope for a sample of more than 100 grains. The contact angle of both types
of ceramic beads is measured by recording the penetration time after a droplet
deposition on a packing of grains [97], and no penetration is observed for the
silane-coated beads.

3.3 Maximum droplet spreading

It is well known that the rigidity of a granular substrate is very sensitive to its pack-
ing density, φ0 [66, 68, 88, 90]. In the previous chapter 2 we have discussed the de-
pendence of the maximum droplet spreading diameter, D∗

d
, on φ0 and have shown

that it can be understood from the partition of the kinetic energy of the impacting
droplet into the deformation of both the droplet and the substrate. This parti-

tion leads to replacing the Weber number, We = ρl D0U 2
0

σ , which is used to describe
droplet spreading when it is limited by surface tension σ, by an effective Weber
number, We† = D0

D0+2Z∗
c

We, where Z∗
c is the maximum vertical deformation of the

substrate measured by the dynamic laser profilometry and ρl is the liquid density.
It has been shown that We† collapses the D∗

d
data for various packing densities (see

chapter 2 and appendix 3.A).

In figure 3.1, D∗
d

normalized by D0 is plotted against the effective Weber num-

ber We† for various combinations of liquids, grain types and grain sizes. It comes
as no surprise to see that D∗

d
increases with We†, yet the large spread in figure 3.1

2Due to aging under exposure to the ambient air, the contact angle of cleaned ceramic beads
varies, however, its value is measured after the experiments of each data set.
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Figure 3.1: a) Maximum droplet spreading diameter D∗
d

scaled by the initial diameter

of the droplet D0 versus the effective Weber number We† (see the text for its definition).
The results are plotted for different grain sizes (indicated by colors) and combinations
of droplets and granular substrates (denoted by symbols). b) The same data is shown in
logarithmic scale.

clearly indicates that We† alone is not sufficient to describe droplet spreading. Tak-
ing a closer look at the data set, four features can be distinguished:

i) The spreading diameter D∗
d

is suppressed with increasing grain size for any
given combination of liquid and hydrophilic grain type (circles and triangles
in the figure).

ii) For hydrophobic soda-lime beads, the grain size does not significantly affect
D∗

d
(open diamonds).

iii) Water droplets impacting on the very hydrophilic ceramic grains result in
smaller D∗

d
than those impacting on plain ceramic grains (open and solid

circles).

iv) When plotted in the doubly logarithmic scale, the data appear to separate

along two power laws: We†1/4
and We†1/10

(figure 3.1b).

In summary, these features indicate that the bulk wettability of the substrate af-
fects D∗

d
. This bulk wettability contains both the permeability of the substrate and

the wettability of individual grains. The crucial question is therefore: how does
the bulk wettability influence the relation between D∗

d
and We†? Our investigation

begins with a clue provided by the last listed feature.
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3.4. EFFECTIVE VISCOSITY

The two different power laws observed in figure 3.1b imply different stopping
mechanisms for droplet spreading. The impacts on hydrophobic grains and those

on small hydrophilic grains behave as D∗
d

/D0 ∝ We†1/4
which indicates a force

balance between inertia and surface tension [39, 94]. However, for the impacts
on large hydrophilic grains we observe another type of scaling, namely close to

We†1/10
. Such behavior is equivalent to D∗

d
/D0 ∝U 1/5

0 ∝ Re1/5 which is a hallmark
of the dominance of viscous dissipation [36, 39], where the Reynolds number, Re =
U0D0/νl , stands for the significance of inertia relative to viscosity.

For a droplet impacting on a solid surface, the scaling D∗
d

/D0 ∝ Re1/5 can be
understood as follows. While the droplet flattens during spreading, the thickness
of the viscous boundary layer grows with time like ∼

p
νl t , where νl is the kine-

matic viscosity of the liquid. If at the moment of maximum spreading the thick-

ness of the liquid film, ∼D3
0/D∗

d
2, matches that of the boundary layer,

√

νl D∗
d

/U0,

the spreading flow is stopped by viscosity, and one recovers the relation D∗
d

/D0 ∝
Re1/5 [36]. It is plausible that the spread in figure 3.1 may be interpreted as a tran-
sition from a capillary regime to a viscous one. However, since the liquid viscosity,
νl , is virtually constant for all studied impacts, it is clear that the Reynolds number
of the droplet is insufficient to explain such a transition. Nonetheless, the effect of
the bulk wettability observed in figure 3.1 inspired us to regard the mixing between
the liquid and grains as a boundary layer. In analogy to the viscous boundary layer,
this mixing layer ceases liquid motion within it, due to strong viscous dissipation at
the length scale of a grain. For hydrophobic grains the mixing is negligible, which
explains that for those grains no grain size dependence of D∗

d
is observed. How-

ever, for hydrophilic grains the droplet spreading dynamics may well be altered.
Therefore, to understand the two power laws shown in figure 3.1b we analyze the
development of the mixing layer.

3.4 Effective viscosity

We use Darcy’s law to quantify the penetration flux of the impacting droplet into
the substrate,

~Q =
κA

µl

~∇P. (3.1)

In the above equation the permeability of the substrate, κ = (1−φ)3d 2
g /(180φ2),

is defined by the Carman-Kozeny relation [98], ~∇P is the pressure gradient, A is
the contact area between the droplet and the substrate, and µl = ρlνl is the dy-
namic viscosity of the liquid. Since the pressure gradient is mainly in the vertical
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CHAPTER 3. LIQUID-GRAIN MIXING

direction, equation 3.1 can be reduced to a scalar equation. The penetration of liq-
uid into the substrate can now be viewed as the growth of a “boundary layer" into
the droplet, whose thickness, L, is defined by its time derivative: dL/dt = Q/A.
L denotes the thickness of the liquid layer that merges with the sand, but due to
the presence of the grains the penetration depth of the liquid into the sand bed is
larger, namely L/(1−φ), and the pressure gradient can be estimated as (1−φ)P/L.
Equation 3.1 thus becomes an ordinary differential equation for the mixing layer
thickness L with respect to time t , and its solution is

L(t ) =

√

2κP(1−φ)

µl

t . (3.2)

Besides the aforementioned physical analogy between the mixing layer and
the viscous boundary layer, equation 3.2 indicates that the analogy extends to
the mathematical form of the growth of their thicknesses as well, i.e., both are
diffusive. Therefore, it can be used to define an effective viscosity, the quantity
νp ≡ 2κP(1−φ)/µl that appears in front of t . While most quantities in equation 3.2
are merely properties of the substrate or the impacting liquid, the pressure P that
drives mixing is not. Therefore, estimating P is the last remaining piece of the puz-
zle.

There are three potential sources of the driving pressure P : inertia, capillar-
ity and gravity. We estimate their orders of magnitude with typical parameters for
the water droplets used in our experiments: liquid density ρl = 1.0×103 kg/m3,
surface tension σ= 72×10−3 N/m, impact speed U0 ∼ 1−5m/s, droplet diameter
D0 ≈ 3mm, and grain size dg ∼ 100µm. Then one obtains a typical inertial pressure
of Pi ≈ ρlU

2
0 ∼ 103−104 Pa, a capillary pressure of Pc ≈ 4σcosθc /dg ∼ 103 cosθc Pa,

and a gravitational pressure of Pg ≈ ρl g D0 ∼ 10Pa. For the liquids and hydrophilic
grains that we used the contact angle stays in a range of cosθc ∈ [0.3, 1], hence,
Pc is at least one order of magnitude larger than Pg which is therefore neglected.
Though Pi is again at least one order of magnitude larger than Pc , previous simu-
lation and experimental works have shown that Pi acts only within an inertial time
scale τi ≈ D0/U0 [36, 91]. We correct this time scale as τi = (D0+2Z∗

c )/U0 by taking
the deformation of the substrate, Z∗

c , into account. In contrast, Pc lasts as long as
the contact between liquid and grains exists. This contact time is estimated as half

of the intrinsic oscillation time of the droplet [17, 99, 100], τc = 1
2

√

π
6
ρl D3

0
σ , and rep-

resents the time it takes until maximum droplet spreading is reached. Note that,
in general, τc > τi . These two time scales provide relative weights for Pi and Pc

in the spreading phase of the droplet, and the average effect of the total pressure
is evaluated as P = τi

τc
Pi +Pc , see appendix 3.B. Inserting this total pressure into
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Figure 3.2: The maximum droplet spreading diameter, D∗
d

/D0, for all hydrophilic impacts
of figure 3.1 in a doubly logarithmic plot. The same symbols and colors as in figure 3.1 are
used. The data have been compensated in such a way that a transition between a capillary

(∝ We†1/4
) and a viscous regime (∝Re†1/5

) can be observed. The power laws of these two
regimes are indicated by dashed lines.

equation 3.2, the effective viscosity is estimated as

νp =
2κ(1−φ)

µl

P =
2κ(1−φ)

µl

(

τi

τc
Pi +Pc

)

, (3.3)

and a corresponding effective Reynolds number, Re† =U0D0/νp , is defined
When evaluating νp , the inertial pressure (as in chapter 2) is corrected by the

deformation of the substrate Z∗
c , Pi = ρlU

2
0

D0
D0+2Z∗

c
; the capillary pressure is given

by Pc = 4σcosθc /dc , where dc =
2(1−φ)

3φ dg is the average diameter of capillaries be-
tween grains derived from the Carman-Kozeny relation; and the critical packing
fraction of dilatancy, φ∗ = 0.59, is used for all packings during impact (see [68],
chapter 2 and appendix 3.B). We then find that νp is in the range of 10−5–10−4

m2/s 3, i.e., at least one order of magnitude larger than the kinematic viscosity of
water, νl . As a consequence the viscous boundary layer inside the droplet can be
neglected. It is worthy to point out that νp could be smaller than νl when using
parameters out of the range studied here, e.g., using highly viscous liquids and/or
very small grain size, where the viscous boundary layer is likely to become domi-
nant in turn.

3The magnitude of the resultant effective ‘boundary’ layer thickness, L =p
νpτc , is ∼ 10−4 m, and

the actual mixing layer thickness, L/(1−φ), is in the range of 10−4-10−3 m.
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CHAPTER 3. LIQUID-GRAIN MIXING

The effective viscosity defined in equation 3.3 grows with increasing grain
size, dg , on which it depends through κ and Pc . In consequence, for large dg the
droplet spreading is more likely to be stopped by liquid-grain mixing before sur-

face tension can do so, and hence D∗
d

/D0 ∝ Re†1/5
would be expected. In contrast,

for small dg mixing is slower and the surface tension balances inertia, leading to

D∗
d

/D0 ∝ We†1/4
. To illustrate the transition between these two scaling relations,

data of all hydrophilic impacts are plotted as D∗
d

/D0 Re†−1/5
versus We†Re†−4/5

in figure 3.2 [39]. The newly introduced Re† successfully collapses data of vari-
ous surface tensions, grain sizes, and wettabilities on a master curve without free
parameters. Further discussion on the scaling laws can be found in appendix 3.C.

Leaving the mathematical details aside here (see appendix 3.B), the transition
in figure 3.2 can be interpreted as a crossover from a regime where D0 is the dom-
inant length scale to one where both D0 and dg matter, which, since dg ≪ D0,
implies that viscous dissipation in the mixing layer becomes important. This hap-
pens when νp is large, i.e., Re† is small. Previous studies about droplet spreading
on sand have used the traditional Weber number and reported various scaling re-
lations [15, 18, 19]. The introduction of We† and Re† (cf. figure 3.2), which take the
deformability and bulk wettability of the substrate into account respectively, may
provide a universal framework to understand droplet spreading when impacting
on sand or other porous media.

3.5 Splashing suppression

With increasing impact velocity the inertia of the spreading liquid may overcome
both surface tension and viscosity, and splashing can occur. Therefore, for an im-
pact of droplets on solid substrates at a given Weber number, the Reynolds num-
ber determines whether a droplet will splash or not [49]. Is the same true for the
effective Reynolds number, Re†, introduced here? As the effective viscosity νp in-
creases with dg , resulting in a smaller Re†, large grains are expected to suppress
the splash. Indeed, as shown in figure 3.3, an ethanol droplet already splashes for
We† = 431 when impacting on ceramic beads of dg = 98µm, whereas when im-
pacting on the same grain type but with dg = 257µm, splashing is delayed until
We† > 652 4. To quantify the splashing threshold, Mundo, Sommerfeld and Tro-
pea [49] proposed a dimensionless splashing parameter, Kd = We1/2Re1/4 relat-
ing inertial force to viscous and surface tension forces. Here, we replace the We-

4The splashing considered here consists of fragments expelled from a fully developed droplet rim
rather than the prompt splashing which happens at the very early stage of the impact.
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Figure 3.3: The splashing parameter K †
d
= We†1/2

Re†1/4
as a function of We†. Here, We†

and Re† are the effective Weber and Reynolds number, respectively, as defined in the text.
The same colors and symbols as in figure 3.1 are used to denote various combinations of
liquid and wettability of grains, while those impacts resulting in splashing/fragmentation
are highlighted with a cross. The dashed line marks the threshold separating deposition
and splashing regimes. The top left and bottom right insets show examples of a water
droplet with D0 = 2.8 mm and U0 = 5.2 m/s impacting on clean ceramic beads with dg =
98 µm and ceramic beads with dg = 257µm respectively.

ber and Reynolds numbers by their effective counterparts in the definition of Kd ,

which leads to K †
d
= We†1/2

Re†1/4
. A transition can be seen around K †

d
≈ 85 for all

hydrophilic impacts in figure 3.3, see appendix 3.D on the usage of the modified
versus normal Reynolds number. It is necessary to point out that since the defi-
nition of Kd is insensitive to substrate properties such as wettability and rough-
ness [101, 102], the value of the splashing threshold differs from one situation to
another, e.g., different values of Kd = 57.7, 80, and 120 are reported for impacts on
a solid surface [49], nanofibers [50], and dry granular packings [18] respectively.
Therefore, the threshold value reported here is not intended to be compared di-
rectly with the above-mentioned ones. Nevertheless, the existence of a unified
splashing threshold for impacts on different grain sizes is another manifestation
of how liquid-grain mixing is captured by Re†.

3.6 Discussion

In this chapter we introduced effective Weber and Reynolds numbers We† and
Re†, which incorporate the deformability and bulk wettability of a granular sub-
strate respectively. This reveals the hidden similarities between droplet impact
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on sand and that on a solid substrate for two aspects: maximum droplet spread-
ing and splashing. Despite the similarities represented by We† and Re†, there are
distinctions resulting from the characteristics of a sand bed. One example stems
from the mobility of individual dry grains which can result in a shear band un-
der external driving [56]. It is thus plausible that, when mixing between liquid
and grains is subtle, the boundary condition experienced by a spreading droplet
on sand is neither purely slip nor no slip but one with a finite slip length [103]
with the magnitude of the grain size. Another example is the role of ambient air.
Owing to recent development of high-speed imaging techniques, ambient air is
found to be responsible for splashing [46, 47] and bubble entrapment [104–107].
In contrast, the permeability of a sand bed may prevent the existence of such a
thin air film. This also differentiates splashing suppression in figure 3.3 from that
on deformable substrates [108]. Further work is necessary to understand the role
of these unique features of a sand bed on the impact dynamics.
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3.A. EFFECTIVE WEBER NUMBER

3.A Effective Weber number

During impact, the kinetic energy of the droplet is transferred into deformations of
both droplet and granular substrate. The partition of the impact energy depends
on the stiffness of the droplet (surface tension) and the granular target, and latter
is a function of its packing density, φ0. This energy partition can be estimated
with the measured maximum crater depth, Z∗

c as follows, where the crater depth
is measured by laser profilometry in experiments.

The droplet experiences a deceleration force. This force does work on both the
droplet and the granular target along the total displacement, 1

2 D0+Z∗
c , where D0 is

the initial droplet diameter. Out of the total displacement, 1
2 D0 is the contribution

of the droplet deformation, while Z∗
c is that of the substrate deformation. Such a

force, Ek /( 1
2 D0 + Z∗

c ), indicates the average interaction between droplet and the
substrate, from which we can estimate the energy absorbed by the droplet Ed and
that absorbed by the substrate Es as the work done by this interaction force to
deform the droplet and substrate respectively:

Ed =
D0

D0 +2Z∗
c

Ek ; Es =
Z∗

c

D0/2+Z∗
c

Ek (3.4)

An effective Weber number is thus defined as We† = Ed

σD0
2 = D0

D0+2Z∗
c

We, a fraction

of the normal Weber number. As shown in the previous chapter, We† collapses the
maximum spreading diameter of the droplet for different φ0. It can also be seen in
figure 3.4 for the data of water droplet impact on ceramic beads used in the main
text.

3.B The effective viscosity

We used Darcy’s law to model the penetration flux of the liquid into the granular
substrate. The liquid mixed with grains are considered to be captured in a ‘bound-
ary layer’, and the thickness of this boundary layer is denoted by L (see figure 3.5
and main text). As a result, L grows with time as

dL2

dt
=

2κ(1−φ)

µl

P(t ). (3.5)

Here, κ = (1−φ)3d 2
g /(180φ2) is the permeability defined by the Carman-Kozeny

relation; µl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid; φ is the packing density of the
granular target; and dg is the grain size. The driving pressure, P(t ), consists of
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Figure 3.4: The maximum spreading diameter, D∗
d

, versus the traditional Weber num-

ber, We, a) and the effective Weber number, We†, b) for water droplet impact on piranha
cleaned ceramic beads (bead diameter = 98 µm). Color represents initial packing density
of the granular target. Clearly, We† collapse the data better than We.

impact on sand impact on solid surface

viscous boundary layer

Figure 3.5: The mixing layer (left) is regarded as an analogy of the viscous boundary layer
of a droplet impacting on solid surface (right). The actual thickness of the mixing layer is
defined as L/(1−φ) (see main text).

two parts: the inertial and the capillary pressure, Pi and Pc . These two pressures
are different in both intensity and duration, see the sketch in figure 3.6. Pi only
acts during the time scale τi = (D0 +2Z∗

c )/U0, while Pc acts as long as the liquid-
grain interface exists. Herein we only consider the dynamics within the droplet

spreading phase the duration of which is estimated as τc = 1
2

√

π
6
ρl D3

0
σ , i.e., half of

the intrinsic oscillation time. The total pressure can thus be written as: P(t ) =
Pi H (1− t /τi )+Pc for t ≤ τc , where H is the Heaviside step function.

Integrating equation 3.5 over a time t of the order of τc > τi gives the result
that L2(t ) is a linear combination of Pi and Pc

L2(t )=
2κ(1−φ)

µl

(

τi

τc
Pi +Pc

)

t . (3.6)

The time scales τi and τc therefore represent the relative weight of Pi and Pc , and
the average effect of the total pressure during the droplet spreading phase is thus
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Figure 3.6: A sketch of the relative intensity of inertial and capillary pressure, Pi and Pc ,
against time.

(

τi

τc
Pi +Pc

)

. The corresponding effective viscosity appears in front of t

νp =
2κ(1−φ)

µl

(

τi

τc
Pi +Pc

)

. (3.7)

The ingredients of equation 3.7 may now be evaluated as follows (see main
text)

Pi =
D0

D0 +2Z∗
c

ρlU
2
0 ; Pc =

4σcosθc

dc
=

6φ

1−φ

σcosθc

dg
;

τi =
D0 +2Z∗

c

U0
; τc =

1

2

√

π

6

ρl D3
0

σ
,

with which equation 3.7 can now be explicitly written in the experimental param-
eters

νp =
1

µl



A(φ)

√

σρlU
2
0

D0
d 2

g +B (φ)σcosθc dg



 , (3.8)

with A(φ) =
√

6

π

(1−φ)4

45φ2
and B (φ)=

(1−φ)3

15φ
.

According to equations 3.6 and 3.7, νp is the diffusion rate of the liquid pene-
tration into the substrate, and the first and second term are the contribution from
inertial and capillary pressure respectively. It is noteworthy that the resultant νp in
equation 3.8 is independent of the correction of the deformation of the sand bed,
Z∗

c , and depends only on experimental parameters and material properties. Ac-
cording to our previous chapter, the granular bed just below the impacting droplet
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arrange itself towards φ∗ = 0.59 during impact. This is the critical packing frac-
tion of dilation which is found in solid ball impact experiments [68] as well. It is
the maximal packing fraction grains can have when an object is moving through it.
More dilute packings will be (locally) compressed toφ∗ , whereas more dense pack-
ings will dilate to φ∗. We thus choose the critical packing fraction for all impacts,
φ=φ∗, and therefore, A(φ), B (φ) are constants in the following5. The correspond-
ing effective Reynolds number, which stands for the ratio of advection rate due to
the droplet spreading, U0D0, and diffusion rate, νp , is

Re† =
U0D0

νp
=

1

A

(

dg

D0

)
3
2

√

σρl dg

µl

+B
σcosθc dg

U0D0µl

=
1

A

Oh

(

dg

D0

)2

+
B

Ca
cosθc

(

dg

D0

)

.

(3.9)

Here, the Ohnesorge and Capillary number are defined as Oh = µl /
√

σρl D0 and
Ca = U0µl /σ. The ratio of the two terms in the denominator in equation 3.9 is

η≈ 0.32
We1/2

cosθc

dg

D0
, where We =

ρl D0U 2
0

σ
is the Weber number. If η≪ 1, the second

term dominates over the first term, and the diffusion rate νp is governed by the

capillary pull, such that Re† ≈
CaD0

B cosθc dg
. Otherwise, if η≫ 1, the capillary effect is

negligible, and Re† approaches the asymptotic value
Oh

A

(

D0

dg

)2

which is noticeably

independent of the impact speed U0, because the influence of the impact velocity
in the advection rate (of droplet spreading) and that in the diffusion rate (of liquid
penetration caused by inertial pressure) cancel each other out. In between these
two extremes in η, both terms need to be taken into account. In our experiments,
for a water droplet of D0 ≈ 3 mm, the Weber number is between 42 and 1043, and
the contact angle stays in a range of cosθc ∈ [0.3, 1]. Therefore, η ∼ O (1) for most
impacts except that of small U0 and hydrophilic ceramic beads of dg = 98 µm.
Our experiments are thus in the regime where both inertial pressure and capillary
suction are important.

5Note that A(φ) and B(φ) are slowly varying functions ofφ anyway,so one may take them constant
in the range of φ used here.
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Figure 3.7: The maximum spreading diameter of the droplet, D∗
d

, normalized by its initial
diameter, D0, for all impact on hydrophilic grains. The symbols and colors are the same as
in figure 3.1. a) and b) show the same data but against different exponent of Re†. See the
main text for the definition of We†.

3.C The transition from the capillary regime to the viscous

regime

A transition of the maximum droplet spreading diameter, D∗
d

, is expected from the

capillary regime to the viscous regime by increasing dg , which decreases Re†. In

the viscous regime, a scaling of D∗
d

/D0 ∝ Re†1/5
is predicted (see Sec. 3.4), and in

the capillary regime D∗
d

/D0 follows a scaling of We†α. Whether the droplet spread-
ing is in the capillary regime or in the viscous regime is determined by the relative

significance of the scaling laws in these two regimes, i.e., We†α/Re†1/5
. The transi-

tion between them occurs, when We†α/Re†1/5 ∼O (1). Therefore, the scaling expo-
nent for the capillary regime, α in We†α, has some consequence for the location of
the transition point.

For the capillary regime, it is suggested that D∗
d

/D0 ∝ We†1/4
by the momen-

tum balance model [39]. On the other hand, from the perspective of the total en-
ergy balance analysis for drop impact on a solid surface [32–35, 38], D∗

d
/D0 can

not be described by a single scaling law of the Weber number, and recently a broad
crossover between We1/2 and Re1/5 is proposed, implying that D∗

d
/D0 is a function

of We1/2/Re1/5 [37]. We plot our data with both α = 1/2 and α = 1/4 in figure 3.7.
Note that in both figures the vertical axis are the same, and the plateau represent-
ing the viscous regime is close to 1, which indicates that Re† captures the droplet
spreading dynamics in this regime quantitatively. However, the two figures differ
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Figure 3.8: a) This figure is the same as figure 3.3 in the main text. b) The same data is
plotted, but on the vertical axis the traditional Reynolds number is used. No splashing
threshold can be identified for this plot.

in the exponent of Re† in their abscissa axis, which stems from different scalings of
We† in the capillary regime. Our data fit the first mentioned way better (figure 3.7a

which is the same as figure 3.2). Furthermore, the We1/4 scaling has been reported
in various impact experiments [39, 45, 94] and has been realized for We> 30 using
a more detailed energy balance model [44]. In conclusion, we find that the power

law D∗
d

/D0 ∝ We†1/4
most accurately describes the capillary regime for the range

of parameters studied in our experiments.

3.D Splashing threshold

The effective Reynolds number, Re†, is also used to explain droplet splashing.

With Re†, a splashing threshold, Kd
† = We†1/2

Re†1/4 ≈ 85, can be defined (cf. fig-
ure 3.8a). However, with the traditional Reynolds number no clear threshold can

be identified (figure 3.8b). For a large range of values of We†1/2
Re1/4 both splashes

and impacts without splash occur.
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4
Crater formation during impact

After a raindrop impacts on a granular bed, a crater is formed as both drop and tar-

get deform. After an initial, transient, phase in which the maximum crater depth

is reached, the crater broadens outwards until a final steady shape is attained. By

varying the impact velocity of the drop and the packing density of the bed, we find

that avalanches of grains are important in the second phase and hence, affect the

final crater shape. In chapter 2, we introduced an estimate of the impact energy go-

ing solely into sand deformation and here we show that both the transient and final

crater diameter collapse with this quantity for various packing densities. The aspect

ratio of the transient crater is however altered by changes in the packing fraction.

This chapter is published as: Rianne de Jong, Song-Chuan Zhao, and Devaraj van der Meer,
“Crater formation during raindrop impact on sand", Phys. Rev. E 95, 042901 (2017).
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CHAPTER 4. CRATER FORMATION

4.1 Introduction

The impact of a droplet on a bed of sand or soil is amongst the most common
events in nature; it is observed in agriculture, where rain is needed for proper crop
growth; and it occurs in industry in the process of wet granulation which is the
basis of the production of many pharmaceuticals. The rich phenomenon of drop
impact on granular matter has only started to draw attention recently [14–18, 20,
21, 86, 94, 109, 110] and its underlying physics is still largely unrevealed. One of
these aspects that is not yet fully understood, is the formation of impact craters
during droplet impact, which is the focus of this work.

In the literature, craters formed by solid intruders have been observed from
small laboratory to very large scale geological events, where the development and
shape of these (planetary) craters continuously intrigued the scientific field for
more than 30 years [70, 71, 79, 81–83, 87, 111, 112]. Melosh [70] divided the evo-
lution of a geological crater into three phases: first, the initial contact, almost in-
stantly followed by a shock wave through the granular bed, second, the transient
crater growth and, third, slumping of the crater walls and/or collapse of the splash
(or jet) at the center [70, 71]. These three phases have also been observed in labo-
ratory experiments for solid intruder impact on dry grains [61, 73, 81, 82, 87, 112].
If impact energy is lowered, if gravitational energy is increased or if the target is
harder to permeate, the third phase may not occur [79] and, for dry grains, be re-
placed by avalanches.

Impact of droplets on grains results in a very different type of complex behav-
ior. Observations for single drop impact on (dry) grains, show that both intruder
and target deform, and mixing occurs (for wettable grains) [14–18, 20, 21, 86, 94,
110], and recently an analogy between the raindrop imprints and asteroid strikes
was drawn [21]. In contrast to solid ball impact on sand, droplet deformation also
consumes part of the kinetic energy Ek of the impactor, and the energy partition
depends on the stiffness of both intruder and target (chapters 2 and 3). We will
show that the deformability of the intruder can significantly affect crater forma-
tion. This is consistent with what is found for deformable granular projectiles im-
pacts on sand [113].

The sand bed response after drop impact is mainly investigated by means of
determining the final crater diameter, for which various scaling laws are obtained
[14, 16–18, 21]. The maximum depth of the crater usually cannot be measured
from the craters final profile as the irregularly shaped liquid-grain residue ob-
structs it, but it may be obtained in the cases where the droplet (or a mixture
of droplet and grains) rebounces [21]. In chapter 2, however, high-speed laser
profilometry during impact is used to acquire the transient behavior of the crater
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4.2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

depth.

In this work we study both the transient and final crater shape, focusing on
the evolution from the moment in time t∗ at which the maximum crater depth is
reached until the crater obtains a final steady shape (i.e., at some point in time t∞

long after the impact). In particular, we will show that avalanches play a key role
in the post-impact evolution of the crater, which is a mechanism that is not tra-
ditionally accounted for in the literature. Although here we focus on deformable
intruders, our results are expected to be of relevance as well for, e.g., solid intrud-
ers. In addition, we study the effect of both the initial drop energy Ek and the
packing density of the bed. The structure of this chapter is as follows: We will first
discuss the experimental method (Sec. 4.2), after which we start the result section,
Sec. 4.3, with discussing the final crater shape and how it depends on the impact
parameters. It is followed by the crater evolution (Sec. 4.3.3), from the perspectives
of the slope of the crater and the displaced volume. Finally, we review and com-
pare our results with previous works in Sec. 4.4, where various scaling laws will be
discussed in more detail.

4.2 Experimental method

The intruder, an ultrapure (milli-Q) water droplet (density ρl = 998 kg/m3, surface
tension σ = 73 mN/m, viscosity µ = 1.0 mPa/s), is released from a needle when
gravity overcomes surface tension, resulting in a droplet with a diameter of D0 =
2.84± 0.03 mm. The flow rate of the syringe pump is 0.15 ml/min, which is suf-
ficiently small to minimize inertial effects and obtain a reproducible droplet size.
The droplet is released from various heights, giving it an impact speed U0 varying
between 1.3−4.2 m/s, which is determined from a calibrated height-impact speed
curve. As target, a granular bed of at least 23 mm in height and 39 mm in diameter
is used, consisting of polydisperse glass beads with a diameter dg = 70−110 µm
and specific density ρg = 2.5 · 103 kg/m3. Before the experiments, the beads are
dried in the oven for at least half an hour. The bed is carefully prepared by air flu-
idization and optionally compacted with a tapping device (figure 4.1a) to reach a
variety of packing fractions between 0.54 < φ0 < 0.61. The latter is calculated by
means of weighing the grains in combination with measuring the surface height
before impact relative to the container rim (along the line of major height varia-
tion, i.e., the direction of tapping).

We study the effect of droplet impact on grains during as well as after the im-
pact. To obtain both horizontal and vertical substrate deformation, we shine a
laser sheet (with a depth of focus of 20.4 mm and width of 79 µm) across the gran-
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Figure 4.1: a) Experimental setup of droplet impact on a granular bed. The height profile,
zc (x, y, t) is measured with laser sheets and high speed camera. b) Relevant length scales
of the crater at the moment it reaches its maximum depth and at its final shape.

ular bed and focus a high speed camera (Photron SA-X2) on the target surface, see
figure 4.1a. Laser and camera angle are kept between 45° and 65° with the sub-
strate. During impact, two parallel laser sheets are used, in combination with a
camera frame rate of 10 000 fps, to acquire a radial height profile zc (r, t ) by assum-
ing axisymmetry. When the location of impact is far from the laser lines, the part of
zc(r, t ) close to the crater center (r = 0 mm) is unresolved. We discard the experi-
ments where the unresolved region is beyond r = 1 mm, and extrapolate the crater
profile to r = 0 with a hyperbola fit otherwise. For more details, see chapter 2.
Some minutes after impact, the final crater shape is scanned by carefully trans-
lating the substrate horizontally through the laser sheet (accuracy: 16 µm/frame),
such that a full height profile zc (x, y, t∞) can be obtained after analysis, see fig-
ure 4.2. When reconstructing the profile zc (x, y, t∞), we set the horizontal resolu-
tion in the scan direction to the smallest grain size (70 µm)1. In the vertical direc-
tion and in the direction along the laser line the minimal resolution is 0.1 mm per
pixel.

From this three-dimensional crater shape zc (x, y, t∞) we reconstruct a 2D pro-
file zc (r, t∞), by acquiring the crater center and averaging over the azimuthal coor-
dinate. In this procedure, the presence of a liquid residue at the crater base neces-
sitates careful analysis. Hence, to locate the crater center, we restrict ourselves to
the crater walls and only consider height contours which are circular. The centers
of these contours are averaged and consequently zc (r, t∞) is obtained.

1Note that as the laser is under an angle, we also take into account the horizontal shift when
reconstructing the depth zc (x, y, t∞ ).
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Figure 4.2: Height profiles, zc (x, y, t∞), obtained by scanning the crater after impact. Typ-
ical liquid-grain residues are denoted as truffle a), doughnut b) and pancake c), and of
each an example picture is added, where the liquid was colored red to increase contrast.
The bar at the top left of each figure represents 2 mm. White areas in the contour plot lack
height information as either laser or camera is blocked due to a sharp height change (as
the scan is executed with a translation of the substrate only).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Final crater profile

A selection of these averaged final crater profiles zc (r, t∞) is illustrated in figure 4.3,
which shows that the crater shape, diameter and depth strongly, and sometimes
even non-monotonously, depend on impact velocity U0 and packing fraction φ0.
One can observe that the final crater depth, measured adjacent to the granular
residue, decreases for denser packings, which is plausible as a dense sand bed be-
haves more solid-like and hence, it is more difficult to deform. The maximum
crater depth is reached, however, during impact rather than at its final shape, as
contraction of the liquid-grain residue and avalanches tend to make the crater
shallower. Therefore, in this chapter we will distinguish two phases: the initial
crater opening until its maximum depth is attained and the crater evolution from
this moment onward until the final shape has been reached. Besides the above ef-
fect on the crater shape, also the shape of the granular residue, i.e., the liquid-grain
mixture that remains in the center of the crater after impact, is altered greatly with
U0 and φ0. A theory, developed in chapter 2, explains well the transition observed
from the contracted doughnut and truffle residue to the flat pancake shapes (cf.
figures 4.2 and 4.3). Here we will concentrate on the behavior of the characteris-
tic length scales of the crater as a function of velocity and packing fraction, and
discuss this in the following (sub)sections for both the final and the transient case.
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Figure 4.3: Various radial height profiles zc (r, t∞) of the final crater are shown for increas-
ing impact velocities and, from left to right, for increasing packing fraction. Note that the
center region is occupied by the granular residue, which for all packing fractions changes
from a doughnut, through a truffle to a pancake shape for increasing velocity.

4.3.2 Final crater diameter

The final crater diameter D∞
c , which is defined in this work as the diameter of

the final crater shape at the maximum height of the rim (see figure 4.1b), is
shown in figure 4.4, in which it is non-dimensionalized with the droplet diam-
eter D0. Figure 4.4a displays the data against the kinetic energy of the intruder,
Ek = π

12ρl D3
0U 2

0 . Here it is seen that the diameter D∞
c increases with kinetic en-

ergy, but scatters greatly with packing fraction. As both intruder and target deform
during impact, part of the initial kinetic energy will be transferred into droplet de-
formation (Ed ) and another part into sand deformation energy (Es ). In chapter 2,
a division of the kinetic energy is proposed related to the stopping force that the
drop experiences, F = Ek /(D0/2+ Z∗

c ) with Z∗
c the maximum depth of the crater

(figure 4.1b). Multiplying the stopping force F with the penetration depth Z∗
c

leads to the following estimate of the energy that is transferred to the granular bed

Es =
Z∗

c

D0/2+Z∗
c

Ek . When we plot the final crater diameter data D∞
c /D0 versus this

rescaled energy Es (figure 4.4b), we obtain a good collapse of the data for various
packing fractions, at least for low energies. As indicated in figure 4.4c, the data are
consistent with a power-law scaling of D∞

c /D0 with Eα
s with α ≈ 0.16± 0.02, ob-

tained from a weighted robust fit. The data confirm the hypothesis that a denser
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Figure 4.4: Dimensionless final crater diameter is plotted against a) the kinetic energy Ek

of the impacting droplet, b) the estimated amount of kinetic energy transferred to the sand
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]Ek . c) The same data as in b) is shown on a doubly logarithmic scale.
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packing leads to a shallower crater due to a smaller energy adsorption.
For the higher energy data in figure 4.4b, there is however a significant spread

with packing fraction. Various mechanisms may be important: after the crater
reaches its maximum depth, the crater evolves further, as grains shoot away [20]
and avalanches occur before reaching a final state in which the crater diameter
is maximal. As a consequence, the final crater shape is formed by complex and
subtle processes and therefore, we will focus in the rest of the result section on the
evolution of the crater from the moment it reaches its maximum depth onto the
final crater shape.

4.3.3 Crater evolution

In figure 4.5, the transient crater profile at the moment of reaching the maximum
depth, zc (r, t∗) and the final profile zc (r, t∞) are compared. One clearly observes
how the crater evolves after reaching its largest depth: The crater rim broadens, its
depth decreases and the slope of the crater wall diminishes (both for the compact
(doughnut or truffle) and flat (pancake) morphology of the residues presented in
figures 4.5a and b respectively). Furthermore, it evidences that the crater shape is
strongly affected by the packing density, especially for the high impact velocities.

To capture this quantitatively, in figures 4.6a-c we look at the relevant length
scales extracted from these z(r ) plots, namely the maximum depth Z∗

c , the diam-
eter at the moment of reaching the maximum depth D∗

c and the final crater di-
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Figure 4.5: Transient and final radial height profiles zc (r, t∗) (dashed lines) and
zc (r, t∞) (solid lines) for two impact velocities and three different packing fractions. As
the droplet impact location is usually at a distance from the laser lines, data for the tran-
sient height profile near the center (r = 0) is missing.

ameter D∞
c , as defined in figure 4.1b2. We observe that Z∗

c and D∞
c noticeably

decrease with packing density, but surprisingly, that the transient diameter, D∗
c ,

hardly varies with φ0. Only for the high velocity cases, one may observe a small
dependence. Therefore, the shape and diameter of the crater rim must be af-
fected by the packing fraction mainly in a later stage. This gives the impression
that events occurring after the opening of the crater, such as splashing [112, 114]
and avalanches [115–117], shape the final crater rim diameter in a profound way.
Furthermore, figure 4.6 shows that the transient crater diameter and depth re-
spond differently to packing fraction variations, which we will discuss further in
Sec. 4.4.3.

What could be the initial driving mechanism for the formation of the crater

2The crater diameter can also be determined at z = 0, i.e., the excavation diameter [79, 81]. For
the transient case, we can trustfully do so and it consistently gives a result of approximately 0.8D∗

c .
For the final crater shape, the zero base line cannot be determined without ambiguity, and hence,
we don’t calculate it.
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Figure 4.6: a)-c) Relevant length scales non-dimensionalized with the initial drop diam-
eter D0 are plotted against packing fraction with in a) the maximum depth Z ∗

c , in b) the
crater diameter D∗

c at the moment the maximum crater depth is reached, and in c) the
maximum diameter D∞

c of the final crater. The legend in a) corresponds to all three sub-
figures. d)-e) The transient diameter D∗

c /D0 is plotted versus the energy Es transferred to
the sand d) and versus the energy Ed transferred to the droplet e). Clearly Es does col-
lapse the data whereas Ed does not. For both figures the color bar at the right indicates the
packing fraction.
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rim D∗
c ? It is natural to consider the droplet deformation, which starts right upon

impact, and therefore, could be the main cause for pushing grains away. If so, it
would be plausible that D∗

c scales with the kinetic energy imparted on the droplet
Ed = Ek −Es = D0/(D0 + 2Z∗

c )Ek rather than that going into the sand. We find,
however, that the data in figures 4.6d-e, collapses nicely with Es and not at all with
Ed

3, and hence emphasizes the validity of our approach to divide the initial drop
energy into deformation of both the sand bed and the droplet intruder. This re-
sult indicates that rather than droplet spreading it is the stress inside the granular
bed that is redirected towards the free surface [61, 118, 119] that determines the
location of the transient rim. Furthermore, as the D∗

c data smoothly collapses, the
broadening of the final diameter D∞

c versus Es that is observed for high energy in
figure 4.4b is most likely due to the post crater formation evolution.

4.3.4 Crater slope

The final diameter D∞
c is always larger than the transient diameter D∗

c (figure 4.6).
This implies that the crater broadens and that the slope of the crater walls changes
from an initially steep to a flattened-off state, which can also be observed in fig-
ure 4.5. We extract the angle of each crater wall averaged around the maximum
crater slope, thereby excluding the residue, and plot the result in figure 4.7 as a
function of packing fraction. The transient angle lies between 20° and 55°, scatters
with impact velocity and decreases for increasing packing density of the bed. The
final angle varies around a value a bit below the angle of repose of 28° (which we
measured using the funnel method), in contrast to the much smaller final crater
angle reported in experiments of solid ball impact and the collapse of a cylindrical
cavity in granular media [83, 120]. It has been shown from a phenomenological
model (of the BCRE-type4) that the final crater slope depends significantly on the
initial condition [121, 122]. Therefore, one plausible reason of our comparatively
large final angle observations is that the transient crater angle never exceeds 50°,
while the collapse of a cavity created by solid ball impact are typically at a higher
impact energy which may well cause much larger transient angles. Additionally,
the spreading of the droplet may act as a stabilizing factor in the early crater for-
mation, as upon impact a lot of its momentum is converted sideways. In our re-

3In chapter 2, it has been shown that this energy partition collapses the data of both the maximum
droplet spreading diameter and the maximum crater depth, when packing fraction is varied. We
suspect that the transient crater diameter data will only collapse with Ed if the target’s response is
solid-like where solely the first layer(s) of grains are affected.

4These BCRE type of models, named after Bouchaud, Cates, Ravi Prakash and Edwards, separate
the granular substrate into a part that is moving down and a static phase.
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Figure 4.7: Final crater angle θ∞c (©) and the transient crater angle θ∗c (�) at the moment
the maximum crater depth is reached, measured around the maximum crater slope, and
plotted versus the packing fraction φ0. The first varies around a slightly smaller value than
the angle of repose of 28°±2° indicated by the horizontal solid line.

sults, the variation in the final angles is larger for dense packings (φ0 > 0.58), and
the final angles are especially small for the largest impact speeds. We speculate
that for those cases, the pancake-shaped residue plays a hard-to-observe-role in
producing small final crater angles. In general, the fact that the final angles are
close to the angle of repose indicates that avalanching acts as the main mecha-
nism that produces the final crater shape. Combining this information with the
observation that the transient depth is greatly affected by packing fraction, but the
transient diameter not (as seen from figure 4.6), it implies that avalanches (and
maybe splashing) will modify the final crater shape more substantially for looser
beds than for the denser ones. This can be seen from the difference between the
transient slope and the final one. For example, it is plausible that for an initially
deeper crater, more grains will avalanche than for a shallow transient crater (see
also the next section). This might be the most important cause for the broadening
of the data in figure 4.4b.

4.3.5 Volume displacement

Lastly, we want to discuss the volume displacement from the moment of reach-
ing the maximum depth to the final crater shape. By comparing the transient
and final profiles in figure 4.5, one can see that volume has moved away from the
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Figure 4.8: Differential volume change ∆V between the final zc (r, t∞) and transient
zc (r, t∗) crater profiles are shown per radial distance for increasing impact velocity. It is
denoted as: ∆V = 2πr∆r [zc (r, t∞)− zc (r, t∗)] with ∆r = 0.18 mm. The packing fraction is
increasing from a) to c).

outer crater wall, i.e., near the rim, whereas volume is gained at the center. In
figure 4.8 we plot the differential volume between the final and transient shapes,
∆V = 2πr∆r [zc(r, t∞) − zc(r, t∗)], as a function of the radius5. It shows clearly
that the volume loss towards the rim is more significant than the central volume
increase, and that the volume change is larger for looser packings, especially for
higher impact velocities. The gained central volume in figure 4.8a also increases
with impact velocity, which we believe originates from avalanches. We suspect
that the packing fraction dependence is mainly caused by the residue, which con-
tracts differently for compact (truffle or doughnut) and flat (pancake) shapes,
namely sideways or a bit upwards respectively (see chapter 2).

Around the crater rim, a volume increase should be expected, both through
grains that splash away and due to the compression at the center that causes grains
to move outwards, towards the free surface. This volume is susceptible to errors
(as it is relatively far from the center) and hence, cannot be determined reliably.
However, as we observe that the volume loss is greater than the gain, one possible
explanation would be that the volume is transferred outwards, to the side of the

5We choose to plot the radial volume difference and not the total volume, as minor systematic
errors may cause a large variation in the total volume. For exammple, for the final crater profile, the
zero level has a small systematic uncertainty, which will however contribute significantly to the total
crater volume when integrated over the radial coordinate.
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crater. It has to be noted that the total displaced crater volume is only expected to
become zero for a sand bed at an initially critically packed state, i.e., φ0 = φ∗, as
shown by [68, 94], as in this case the sand is likely to behave closest to an incom-
pressible fluid.

Regardless the physical reason, we observe that at high impact velocities U0,
the crater evolution as it is expressed in, e.g., the slope change and volume loss,
is much more pronounced and hence we can expect that the crater diameter data
gets more dispersed for larger sand energies in figure 4.4.

4.4 Discussion

In addition to reporting and obtaining new insights by data acquisition, we also
want to reflect and compare with previous work. We elaborate on two topics, the
scaling of the final crater diameter with impact energy and the aspect ratio of the
crater, in which case the above presented results may shine new light.

4.4.1 Maximum crater diameter

In literature various scalings have been obtained for the maximum crater diameter
after drop impact. Some report a scaling with Weber number (We = ρl D0U 2

0 /σ)
[15–17], whereas others determine scalings with the initial kinetic energy of the
droplet [18, 21]. Since the impact velocity U0 is the most prominently varied
control parameter, we may look at the simpler relation of D∞

c with velocity, i.e.,

D∞
c ∝ U

β
0 , where β is found to range from about 0.34 [18, 21] up to 0.50 [15–17].

Also for variation with droplet size, different dependencies are reported. Nefza-
oui and Skurtys [18] obtain an experimental fit of D∞

c ∝ E 0.18
k

which matches
most of their data, where, in the Cheng group, Zhao et al. [21] find a fit of Dc ∝
D0.32

0 E 0.17
k

/
(

ρl g
)0.17, including an additional term containing the droplet diameter

and g the gravitational acceleration. In [16, 17], the drop size is simply included in
the Weber number.

The influence of the bulk density of the bed, ρgφ0, is studied by Katsuragi [16],
where in order to collapse the data a pre-factor in front of his We1/4 depen-
dence is included, which consists of the granular bulk density over the liquid
density. Packing fraction variation is considered only theoretically by Holsapple
and Schmidt [69], who expect that, for large energy impact of solid intruders on
sand or rocks, an increasing compressibility should alter the scaling exponent
from what they call energy to momentum scaling.

In this chapter, we have varied impact velocity and packing fraction separately.
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CHAPTER 4. CRATER FORMATION

For a given Ek , a large packing fraction dependence of D∞
c can be observed in fig-

ures 4.4a and 4.6c, i.e., D∞
c decreases with φ0, which is in contradiction to the bulk

density dependence suggested by Katsuragi [14]. We find, however, that the data
collapses with the part of the kinetic energy going into the sand, Es (cf. figure 4.4b),
where the stiffness of the sand bed is taken into account. A power-law scaling of
D∞

c /D0 with Eα
s with α≈ 0.16±0.02 is obtained. For the nondimensional transient

crater diameter a fit with Es gives a power-law exponent of 0.15±0.02.
We believe that the variation in reported scaling laws may be related to the fact

that in these works, it was not considered that not all initial kinetic energy Ek of
the impacting drop will be transferred into the sand, but also goes into drop de-
formation. The partition of Ek will depend on the relative stiffness of intruder and
target, where the one which is relatively easier to deform, will obtain most of the
droplet kinetic energy. Here the extreme cases are the impact of a solid intruder
on a granular bed and a deformable drop on a solid target. As we vary the pack-
ing density of our bed, this relative deformability is altered, since the stiffness of
the bed increases at higher packing fractions. With the inclusion of the (experi-
mentally measured) pre-factor in front of the kinetic energy, i.e., by introducing

the portion of the impact energy that is transferred into the sand, Es =
Z∗

c

D0/2+Z∗
c

Ek ,
we effectively account for the varying deformability that originates from changes
in the packing fraction (figures 4.4b and 4.6d). Note that Z∗

c crucially depends on
both kinetic energy and packing fraction, and with that also the just mentioned
pre-factor Z∗

c /(D0/2+Z∗
c ). Therefore, the sand energy and initial kinetic energy of

the drop do not have to be equivalent (i.e., D∞
c does not scale with the same power

with Ek as with Es ). All in all, we think that the effect of the relative deformability
together with avalanches, constitutes the origin for the variety in power laws that
have been observed in previous studies for the maximum crater diameter.

4.4.2 Excavated mass

In the dimensional analysis of crater formation by solid intruders, the impact en-
ergy is commonly balanced by either plastic deformation or by gravitational exca-
vation [79, 80], i.e., to lift grains against gravity. If the latter is the largest energy
sink, and the crater dimensions would scale similarly, the dimensionless maxi-
mum diameter scales with the dimensionless energy with a power 1/4 (as also
observed in [81, 82]). In our case however, the power differs from 1/4. Further-
more, we find that the excavated mass is not constant when packing fraction is
altered: the crater volume decreases more with packing fraction than can be ex-
plained from the increase of the bulk density (ρgφ0). More specifically, as can be
seen in figure 4.6, the transient crater volume, ∼ D∗

c
2 Z∗

c , decreases by about two
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Figure 4.9: Ratio between the maximum crater depth Z ∗
c and the crater diameter D∗

c at
the moment at which the maximum crater depth is reached, is plotted against packing
fraction. The light (green) area shows the location of the data cloud for the ratio of Z ∗

c to
the final crater diameter D∞

c , i.e., Z ∗
c /D∞

c .

thirds with an increase of φ0 of only 12%. Therefore, D∞
c will not collapse with

the impact energy rescaled by the typical potential energy corresponding to the
bulk density, Ek /(ρgφ0g D0

4). Lastly, we can make a rough estimate of the gravi-
tational potential energy of the final crater shapes, Ep ∝

∑

2πρgφ0g z2
c (r, t∞)r∆r ,

looking only at the excavated part (i.e., excluding the rim) and find that Ep reaches
at most 3% of the initial impact energy. Moreover, Ep decreases with packing frac-
tion. These findings indicate that dissipation processes during the deformation of
the granular target are of paramount importance, and since the power-law expo-
nent deviates from 1/4, the energy loss increases with Es in a non-linear manner.

4.4.3 Crater depth versus diameter

For planetary and solid intruder impact craters, where the impact energy is usu-
ally much larger than for droplet impact, it has often been argued or assumed that
the typical crater dimensions, e.g., diameter and depth, scale similarly with im-
pact energy [79, 80, 123]. There are studies that actually measure the final depth
and diameter of the crater. From data of planetary craters, refs. 79, 111 reported
a constant depth-to-diameter ratio for so-called simple craters. For smaller im-
pact energies, namely for object impact onto sand, this ratio was only obtained
for large grain size (> 180 µm) [81]. However, de Vet and de Bruyn [83] find that
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CHAPTER 4. CRATER FORMATION

depth and radius scale differently with energy. For the first they report an extra
dependence on projectile density and for the latter with intruder radius. Uehara
et al. [82] investigated the maximum depth (measured below the intruder) and the
final diameter and acquired different dependencies on impact energy. For droplet
impact on sand, Zhao et al. [21] reported again a constant ratio of depth to di-
ameter of 0.2, similar to [111], where they compare the depth of the crater at the
moment the droplet-grain mixture rebounces (which happens for a subset of the
impacts) and the final crater diameter. There they did vary the material properties
of the sand, but the packing fraction was fixed to a high value.

In figure 4.9, we plot our result for the ratio of the maximum crater depth Z∗
c

and the diameter at maximum depth D∗
c and observe that it has a clear depen-

dence on packing fraction and scatters slightly with velocity. When comparing Z∗
c

with the final crater diameter D∞
c as, e.g., was done in [21] (indicated by the green

shaded area in figure 4.9), these dependencies do become smaller but do not dis-
appear. The earlier mentioned ratio of 0.2 lies within our data range.

To reconcile our findings with those of Zhao et al. [21], we compare the way
in which the ratio has been measured. In [21] the depth is acquired for the cases
where a droplet-grain mixture bounces upward. This rebounce occurs at a much
later time (∼ 40 ms after the impact) than the moment at which the maximum
depth Z∗

c is reached in our experiments (droplet spreading time scale ∼ 5 ms).
During this time interval the crater may be modified by e.g., avalanches and mix-
ing of grains into the droplet. Therefore, these two depth measurements may differ
in nature. However, as we did not observe droplet rebounce in our experiments,
we cannot directly compare these two different methods. To justify the results in
figure 4.9, we need to clarify that there are two sources of uncertainties in the mea-
surements of Z∗

c . One stems from the refraction of light through the liquid film
which introduces a systematical underestimation of Z∗

c , and the other is intro-
duced by the hyperbola extrapolation used for the unresolved crater centers (cf.
figure 4.5). We estimated the uncertainties and find that the tendency shown in
figure 4.9 is robust6. We want to stress that Zhao et al. [21] obtained the depth only

6The largest uncertainty introduced by refraction is ∼ 0.14 mm which is very close to our depth
resolution 0.1 mm. This results in a slight underestimation of the maximum depth that is propor-
tional to the thickness of the liquid film at maximum spreading which decreases with packing frac-
tion and impact energy. For a more detailed discussion, we refer to footnote 1 in chapter 2. Note that
the reflectance from air to water is negligible, as according to the Fresnel’ equations, it is < 10% and
in our experiments the deformed liquid is concave, resulting in an even smaller effect. To estimate
the uncertainty of extrapolation, we select a case where the crater center depth is well measured. We
fit a hyperbola to the crater profile for z < 0 and r > 1 mm. The difference between the fitted depth
and the measured one is 0.06 mm. Both uncertainties are less than 2% of D∗

c and D∞
c and hence,

their influence on the aspect ratio is negligible.
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for a subset of their experiments, where we acquired data for all impacts that we
have studied.

To understand the reason for a non-constant aspect ratio in our data, one may
refer to the opening phase of the crater. We see that the transient crater diame-
ter, D∗

c , collapses simply with Es , and no packing fraction dependence is observed
(figure 4.6d). For the maximum depth Z∗

c , however, we observed that there is both
a (distinguishable) dependence on sand energy and on packing fraction (see fig-
ure 2.5b). This suggests that the crater depth and diameter are determined by dif-
ferent mechanisms, at least for low intruder energies. For high energy or planetary
impacts, the material around the impactor might rather get destroyed or molten
and hence, the liquid-like material below and beside the impactor would respond
similarly leading to the observation of a more constant aspect ratio.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that in crater formation after the impact of a droplet
onto a granular material subtle and complex processes play a role. We compared
the transient crater shape, determined at the moment that the crater reaches its
maximum depth, and the final crater profile. By including a measure for the rela-
tive stiffness of intruder and target, we could approximate the portion of the initial
kinetic energy going into sand bed deformation. As can be seen in figures 4.4 and
4.6d-e, both the transient and final crater diameter collapse with this quantity. For
the transient crater diameter all packing fraction dependence is captured by using
the energy division, however, for the final diameter at the largest sand energies a
dependence is still observed. Avalanching is likely to be responsible for this di-
ameter evolution, as it becomes more pronounced for looser beds (figure 4.7). In
addition, we surprisingly observed that in the transient phase, the crater may re-
spond differently in the downward and outward direction, as in figures 4.6a-b the
depth displays a clear packing fraction dependence which is not seen for the di-
ameter.
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5
Impact cratering in sand: solid intruders vs

deformable droplets

How does the impact event of a deformable droplet differ from the one caused by

a solid impactor? In this chapter we want to study this question and focus on the

effect of intruder deformability on the crater shape. We will show that the crater

diameter is larger for droplets than for solid intruders, but that the latter result in

deeper craters than for deformable objects. Interestingly, we find for initially dense

beds of packing fractions larger than 0.58, that the resultant excavated crater vol-

ume is independent of the tested intruder variation, indicating that the dissipation

mechanism in the sand is the same.

To be submitted as Rianne de Jong, Song-Chuan Zhao and Devaraj van der Meer, “Impact cra-
tering in sand: solid intruders vs deformable droplets".
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CHAPTER 5. SOLID VS DEFORMABLE INTRUDERS

5.1 Introduction

Impacts of objects on sand and soils are often observed in Nature. This is not only
true on a small scale (e.g., raindrops), but equally on a very large scale with aster-
oid impacts, the craters of which can be seen on the moon, mars and even our own
planet [70, 72]. For planetary craters, it has often been assumed that the intruders
are rigid in shape, and accordingly various lab-scale experiments were performed,
for which similarities were found between the small craters caused by solid im-
pactors on the laboratory scale and the planetary ones [79–81, 123]. Recently, it
was suggested that small scale solid intruders do not quite resemble asteroids, as
the latter are expected to fluidize when they hit the target. Pacheco-Vázquez &
Ruiz-Suárez [113] studied impact of granular intruders on sand and found similar-
ities with impact craters on the planetary scale [113, 124]. More specifically, they
found that if the yield strength of the impactor is overcome during impact, and
hence, it breaks, the resultant crater shapes are similar to craters from asteroid
impacts; especially the inner crater shapes qualitatively agree. Moreover, they ob-
served that the craters caused by granular intruders are broader then those of solid
intruders. Finally, comparisons were made between liquid drops and large-scale
craters [21], where it was found that crater dimensions in both cases follow similar
scaling laws.

In all of these works however, the comparison between a solid and a de-
formable liquid intruder on the laboratory scale is lacking. It is precisely this
question that we will address in this chapter, namely to what extent the impacts
of a solid and a liquid intruder are different in the first place. A clear distinction is
that for liquid intruders impact on sand, the droplet continuously deforms upon
impact until a maximum droplet spreading is reached [14–18, 21, 86, 94, 110].
Therefore, as the droplet deforms upon impact, not all of the impact energy is
transferred to the sand bed, but goes into droplet deformation as well. In Sec. 2.3.2
we proposed a partitioning of the initial kinetic energy into energy going into ei-
ther drop or sand deformation, that depends on the relative stiffness of intruder
and target. Furthermore, for droplet impacts the liquid and grains mix, resulting in
various morphologies at the center [14, 17, 86, 94]. Despite the marked difference
in intruder response upon impact, are there similarities between the crater shapes
observed for the two types of intruders?

In this chapter, we want to answer this question by comparing the impact on
sand of a deforming droplet versus a solid impactor of similar size and density as
a water droplet. We will use hydrophobic sand to prevent mixing of liquid and
grains, such that we focus solely on the effect of the deformability of the intruder.
We study these craters by using (high-speed) laser profilometry, and look into typ-
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5.2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

ical crater measures such as the maximum crater diameter in Sec. 5.3, the maxi-
mum depth in Sec. 5.4 and the final excavated crater volume in Sec. 5.5.

5.2 Experimental methods

In our experiments we compare two kinds of intruders: the first are deformable
millimeter-size water drops, mixed with food dye to increase contrast (mass frac-
tion < 2%) and the second are solid intruders of similar dimension and density
as the water droplets. The diameter of the water drops is mostly 2.8 mm and oc-
casionally 3.5 mm. Three sizes of spherical solid intruders are used, with diame-
ters of 2.01, 3.28 and 4.00 mm, for which the smallest and largest size are made of
polypropylene and the intermediate ones out of polyethylene. The solid intrud-
ers are painted white to make them opaque, such that we have a proper reflection
when we image them. For every size, we paint a batch of particles, as the intrud-
ers are small and therefore easily lost during the experiments. The mass of each
intruder size is measured by averaging over a group of the solid balls as the paint
layer may vary slightly in thickness per intruder, and are for increasing diameter,
3.9 mg, 17.1 mg and 36.6 mg respectively. This results in densities, ρi , between
900 and 1100 kg/m3. The solid intruders are pulled into a holder by an underpres-
sure, as the holder is connected to a vacuum pump, and are released when pres-
sure is sufficiently increased by means of the closure of a needle valve. To warrant
a smooth release, both holder and intruder are regularly cleaned with ethanol to
prevent sticking. In addition, the holder and target are grounded to avoid build up
of static electricity. The liquid drops are released from a needle when gravity over-
comes surface tension. The impact velocity, U0, is varied in a range of 1−5.5 m/s
by changing the release height and is for every droplet measured just before im-
pact. For the solid intruders the impact velocity is conveniently computed from a
calibrated height-velocity profile.

The target consists of a bed of grains. The grains are white, silane coated
(i.e., hydrophobic), soda-lime beads (specific density ρg = 2.5×103 kg /m3) of two
batches, of which the mean of the size distributions are dg = 114 and 200 µm re-
spectively. The packing fraction of the bed is varied between 0.55− 0.62. In this
first part we focus on a packing fraction range of 0.58 to 0.60 and on the batch
consisting of larger grains (200 µm) only. The beads are dried in an oven around a
temperature of 105 ◦C for at least half an hour.

We capture the deformation of the bed surface upon impact with an in-house
built high-speed laser profilometer, from which we acquire a dynamic crater pro-
file, zc(r, t ), by assuming axisymmetry. With the same laser and camera, and help
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Figure 5.1: a) The relevant length scales of the crater and the excavated crater volume V ∞
c

determined from the final crater shape zc (r, t∞). b) Time evolution of the center crater
depth (at r = 0) for a solid intruder (top line) and water drop on hydrophobic grains (bot-
tom line). For the latter, the maximum depth is only perceivable during impact, as the
droplet contracts after the maximum spreading has reached. The maximum depth of a
solid intruder will be constant as soon as the object comes to rest.

of a translation stage, the final crater shape zc(x, y, t∞) is obtained in 3D. By as-
suming axisymmetry, we obtain a radial zc (r, t∞) profile, from which we acquire
the crater dimensions. See chapters 2 and 4 for more details on this method.

5.3 Maximum crater diameter

The diameter of the final crater shape, D∞
c , obtained here at the top of the rim

of the crater, is a typical measure for the target deformation after impact (see fig-
ure 5.1a). As the impact energy that goes into sand deformation is smaller for de-
formable intruders (see previous chapters), intuition would suggest that for the
same impact speed the resulting crater diameter should be smaller for the droplet
than for the solid intruder impacts. As the size of solid and liquid intruders varies,
we can compare them by non-dimensionalizing the final diameter with the initial
intruder diameter D0 and the kinetic energy just upon impact Ek = (π/12)ρi D3

0U 2
0

can be rescaled with the potential gravitational energy Eg = (π/6)ρsφ0g D4
0, cor-

responding to a cavity with dimensions D0 dug into the sand1. In figure 5.2a, one
can see that, in striking contrast to our intuition, the crater diameter is larger when
caused by a deformable intruder than by a solid one. This effect is even more pro-
nounced when we take into account that for drop impact, the droplet spreading
consumes part of the initial impact energy (figure 5.2c). Here, the sand defor-

1The dimensionless energy Ek /Eg can also be written as a density ratio times the Froude number,

i.e., 1
2

ρi
ρsφ0

U 2
0

g D0
.
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Figure 5.2: a),b) The maximum dimensionless crater diameter D∞
c a) and depth Z ∗

c b) are
plotted against the non-dimensional kinetic energy Ek /Eg for deformable water droplets
(filled green �, ♦ symbols) and solid balls (blue ×, ⊳, ◦ symbols ). The packing fraction is
limited to the range φ0 = 0.58−0.60, where the color of the symbols darkens with increas-
ing φ0. Only data for grains of mean diameter dg = 200 µm are shown. c),d) The same data
sets are plotted as in a,b), but for the droplet data only the part of the kinetic energy going
into the deformation of the sand Es is taken into account (and Es is simply equal to Ek for
solid objects). See the main text for the definitions of Es , Ek , and Eg .

mation energy Es is given by Es = Z∗
c /( 1

2 D0 + Z∗
c )Ek for the droplets, where Z∗

c

is the maximum crater depth discussed in greater detail in the next section, and
Es = Ek for the solid intruder data. So, our simple hypothesis that a crater caused
by solid intruders is larger in all directions than the one formed by a droplet does
not hold. The opposite is true: the final crater is narrower for solid intruders than
for droplets2.

How does droplet spreading influence the crater diameter to such an extent
that it becomes larger than that of a solid impactor? Upon impact, the droplet
spreads outwards until a maximum spreading diameter is reached (chapter 3). An
intuitive approach used in [14, 17, 72] and implicitly in [21], relates the crater di-
ameter directly to the maximum droplet spreading diameter. We however found
no support for this reasoning, but showed in chapter 4 that the crater diameter
is already developing independently of drop deformation at a quite early stage of
the impact. More specifically, we found that the transient crater diameter (fig-
ure 4.6), measured at the moment the maximum crater depth is reached, and the

2Note that the crater diameter data collapses irrespective of whether it is plotted against Ek /Eg

or Es /Eg , which is due to the fact that, other than in chapters 2, 3, and 4, the data is restricted to a
narrow range of packing fractions.
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final crater diameter (figure 4.4) collapses with the sand deformation energy Es

and definitely not with the droplet deformation energy Ed = Ek −Es for variation
in packing fraction3. In addition, we observed that droplet spreading is greatly
reduced when mixing between liquid and grains becomes important, i.e., when
wettability of the grains and their size are increased (see chapter 3). If we compare
the final crater diameter and maximum droplet spreading diameter for the same
set of experiments, we find that they collapse with different parameters, indicat-
ing that the final drop and crater diameter are not directly related to one another
(when taken into account the amount of energy going into each). See appendix 5.A
for further details.

Despite the fact that droplet spreading cannot explain the increase of the crater
diameter for droplet impact, it is a very intrinsic feature of a liquid drop that it will
deform under forcing. It can redirect the downward momentum partly into hori-
zontal momentum: while it penetrates into the bed, it deforms sideways and can
push grains radially outwards4. We can understand this better when we look at
the difference between solid and liquid intruders impacting onto a liquid bath. A
solid intruder will, initially, continue with a velocity close to the impact velocity
U0.5 A droplet will move into the bath with a much smaller velocity of maximally
U0/2 [125] 6, simply because both intruder and target are deformable. Seen from
a potential flow perspective the streamlines move first vertically inward towards
the stagnation point and then bend horizontally outward. For our experiments
this means that for solid intruders the forcing due to its inertia is simply directed
downwards, but for the deformable drops, this inertial forcing is directed both
downward and sideways already right after impact. A large difference between a
liquid pool and a granular bed as a target is that for the latter the grains close to the
surface can move out freely as soon as they are set into motion and are not slowed
down by surface tension. Hence, the broader crater diameter for drop impact does
not have to relate to the droplet spreading (which can be quickly slowed down if
mixing is important), but connects to the early dynamics that occurs directly after
impact.

3This energy Ed is used in chapter 2 to obtain a modified Weber number that collapses the maxi-
mum droplet spreading.

4This concept of vertical-to-horizontal momentum transfer was also postulated by Pacheco-
Vázquez & Ruiz-Suárez [113] for their experiments of granular ball impact onto a granular substrate.

5Upon impact, the liquid will be set into motion by the intruder, giving rise to an added mass force
that will decelerate the intruder. By assuming a similar density for intruder and target, the velocity
of the intruder and the virtual added mass can be approximated as 2/3U0.

6A stagnation velocity of U0/2 is the limiting case for a liquid jet impacting with a velocity U0
on a pool. For a single drop it will be smaller and for a much shorter time duration of order t =
(D0/2+Z∗

c )/U0. [125]
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5.4 Maximum crater depth

As the droplet deforms and not all the inertial forcing will be directed downward,
we can presume that the penetration depth of a drop will be smaller then that of
a solid intruder. For the droplet experiments, the maximum crater depth, Z∗

c , is
observed during impact (figure 5.1). After the droplet has spread out upon impact,
it will contract under surface tensional force and becomes a liquid marble: grains
are collected at the interface of the drop, decreasing the center crater depth. We
therefore obtain Z∗

c from the dynamic zc (r, t ) profiles. It is easier to acquire for the
solid balls, as the solid intruders get rarely buried in our set of experiments. The
crater depth will remain unaltered as soon as the impactor comes to rest, and Z∗

c

can simply be found by subtracting the intruder diameter from the center part of
the zc (r, t∞) profiles. In figure 5.2b, we see that for the same impact energy the
solid intruder craters become much deeper than for the ones created by the im-
pact of a droplet and this difference persists when we take into account that for
droplets not all kinetic energy goes into deformation of the sand by plotting the
same data versus Es /Eg rather than Ek /Eg (figure 5.2d). So we observe that the
crater formed by drop impact is broader and considerable shallower compared to
the solid intruder crater, consistent with the conjecture that momentum is trans-
ferred both downward and sideways for deformable intruder impact.

5.5 Excavated volume

Knowing that exchanging a solid impactor for a deformable one simultaneously
increases the crater diameter and decreases its depth makes one wonder what
may happen with the total excavated volume. We quantify the crater volume V ∞

c

as the void that is created into the granular bed after impact, i.e., by comput-
ing all the granular material that has moved away from below the original sur-
face of the bed before the impact. More quantitatively, we calculate it as V ∞

c =
∑

(2πzc (r, t∞)r∆r )−Vi , with zc (r, t∞) the radial height profile of the final crater,
and Vi the intruder volume7. We only consider the volume until z = 0 is reached
(nearby the crater rim), see figure 5.1a for a sketch. In figure 5.3a, the excavated
crater volume, normalized with the volume of the intruder Vi , is plotted against the
dimensionless impact energy. The crater volume for the solid intruders impacts is
noticeably larger for all impact energies than for the droplet intruder cases. If we
plot, however, the volume against the non-dimensional sand deformation energy

7For the droplet impacts, we assume that the liquid volume that may have splashed away is not
significantly affecting this calculation.
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Figure 5.3: The final crater volume V ∞
c rescaled with the intruder volume Vi , is plotted

against a) the non-dimensional kinetic energy Ek /Eg and b) the non-dimensionalized
portion of the kinetic energy going into sand deformation Es/Eg for deformable water
droplets (filled green �, ♦ symbols) and solid balls (blue ×, ⊳, ◦ symbols). The same data
set, colors and symbols as in figure 5.2 are used.

Es/Eg , we see the data nicely collapses onto a single curve. This result shows that
despite the fact the horizontal and vertical crater dimensions differ significantly,
the total energy going into crater formation gives rise to the same excavated vol-
ume for a solid and a deformable intruder. Strikingly, it suggests that for this set
of experiments, the dissipation processes within the sand yield the same result
for the dissipated energy during the impact of the two types of intruders, even if
the details of the crater formation process are different. This is even more evident
when it is realized that the potential energy stored in the displaced sand volume is
found to be less than 5% of the impact energy, i.e., the crater formation process is
heavily dominated by dissipation8.

5.5.1 Packing fraction dependence

Until so far, we kept the packing fraction range limited to φ0 = 0.58−0.60. How-
ever, for drop impact on sand, we found that the crater shapes and the energy
transferred to the sand greatly vary with packing density (see chapter 4). Also for
solid intruders, the crater shapes are altered with packing fraction [68], where it
was found that the total displaced volume of sand (including the rim) goes from

8As a matter of fact, also the percentage of momentum going into splashing has been investigated
in [20] by tracking splashing grains after drop impact on sand, and it was found that the splash
momentum was only about 4% of the initial droplet momentum before impact.
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Figure 5.4: The final crater volume, normalized with the intruder volume Vi , is plotted
against the non-dimensional kinetic energy Es/Eg for a) low packing fraction, 0.56 <φ0 <
0.58 and b) high ones, 0.60 <φ0 < 0.62. The insets display the same data plotted for Ek /Eg

(axis are the same). The same symbols as in figure 5.2 are used, with the droplet data again
filled light green and the solid intruder data with dark purple symbols.

a compressed state for loose beds (i.e., the total displaced sand volume is smaller
than the crater volume), crosses zero at a critical packing fraction (φ∗ ≈ 0.59), to
a dilated state for dense beds (where the displaced sand volume is larger than the
crater).

In figure 5.4, all excavated volume data for packing fraction ranges from φ0 =
0.56−0.58 and φ0 = 0.60−0.62 is displayed and we observe that the data for solid
and deformable intruders collapses with Es/Eg for the densest packed beds as
well. For the loose beds of 0.56 < φ0 < 0.58, however, the droplet data lies above
the crater volumes formed by solid intruders9. These findings are consistent for
grains of dg = 114 µm, see appendix 5.B for a figure and details. Remarkably, for
these low packing densities, the data seems to collapse better with the dimension-
less impact energy Ek /Eg (see inset in figure 5.4a and figure 5.6) rather than Es /Eg .
The energy consumed by drop deformation Ed varies between 30%− 80% of the
impact kinetic energy in this set of experiments and it is therefore a highly unex-
pected result. We postulate that the apparent collapse of the data with Ek /Eg is a
coincidence. In summary, we observe that the excavated volume V ∞

c /Vi collapses
with the non-dimensional sand deformation energy Es/Eg for beds with a packing
fraction of φ0 > 0.58, For loose beds of φ0 < 0.58, droplet impacts result in larger
crater volumes than the ones created by solid intruders.

What could be the reason for this apparent packing fraction dependence? The

9We want to stress that for the whole packing fraction range,the crater diameter and depth display
similar trends as in figure 5.2, i.e., the crater shapes differ always for droplet and solid intruders.
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answer may lie in the flow and force response of a sand bed that changes signif-
icantly around a critical packing fraction φ∗ [66–68, 88, 90, 126]. Above φ∗ the
packing will dilate under forcing [127], but for φ0 < φ∗ the substrate will get com-
pressed to φ∗. For the grains used in these experiments, φ∗ ≈ 0.58−0.59, so the
earlier mentioned change around φ0 ≈ 0.58 from a collapse of all excavated vol-
ume data (dense beds) to a regime with a difference in the excavated crater vol-
ume for the two types of intruders (loose beds) may be interpreted in the light of
the dilatancy onset. For the loose beds, we could imagine that the substrate will
first get relatively easily compressed to φ∗ upon impact, after which the majority
of the dissipation between the grains will occur. This may set the difference be-
tween the crater volume of the solid and liquid impactor: the droplet can transfer
its energy to the bed more effectively as it can move or deform the bed there where
it experiences the lowest resistance, and thus the droplet will be a more effective
“compressor", resulting in larger crater volume for the same sand deformation en-
ergy Es . Further work is necessary to see if this hypothesis holds, e.g., by impact
of slightly deformable solid intruders, (such as hydrogels) of varying stiffness onto
beds of varying packing density.

5.6 Discussion

We directly compared craters formed by the impact of solid intruders and de-
formable droplets on sand. We found that the crater length scales differ for all
cases we studied: solid intruder impact results in deeper but shallower craters
compared to the impact of deformable impactors. As explanation we proposed
that for droplets the inertial forcing is directed downwards and sideways, but
for solid intruders, the forcing will simply be directed downward. This concept
of vertical-to-horizontal momentum transfer was also postulated by Pacheco-
Vázquez & Ruiz-Suárez [113] for their experiments of consolidated granular ball
impact onto a granular substrate. They observe that, as soon as their granular
intruder breaks into pieces, i.e., its yield strength is overcome, the final crater be-
comes broader and shallower than for solid intruders of the same mass. Where
they find that the difference between the crater diameter of the granular intruder
and the solid one is constant and independent of impact energy, in our case, the
diameters of the solid and the deformable intruder impacts follow different power-
law scalings. The exponent α for a fit to the functional form D∞

c /D0 ∝ (Es /Eg )α

is for the water drops α≈ 0.16 and for the solid intruders α≈ 0.21. In addition, in
[113] the depth of the crater formed by a granular object goes towards a relatively
constant value as soon as the intruder falls apart, whereas for our drops the crater
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depth increases with impact energy, see figure 5.2b.
Subsequently, we studied the resultant excavated crater volume and found,

surprisingly, that for dense beds of φ0 > 0.58, the volume is independent of the
chosen intruder type when taking into account that for droplets, part of the initial
energy goes into drop deformation. Since these type of impacts are heavily dom-
inated by dissipation, this indicates that for these dense beds the dissipation pro-
cesses within the sand bed generate the same amount of dissipated energy during
impact of a solid object or a deformable drop. We speculate that the dependence
on packing fraction for this observation is related to the onset to dilatancy. Further
research is needed to validate this idea.
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5.A Final crater diameter vs maximum droplet spreading

In this appendix we compare the maximum droplet spreading diameter D∗
d

with
the final crater diameter D∞

c that is reached later in time. We include in the com-
parison not only the hydrophobic grains of 114 and 200 µm that were used in the
main text, but also hydrophilic ceramic beads of three sizes: 98,167 and 257 µm
with two types of wettabilities. See for more details, chapter 3, table 3.1 on page
29. In that chapter, we found that the maximum droplet spreading D∗

d
is greatly

reduced when mixing between liquid and grains is important. For simplicity, we
replot this data in figure 5.5b, where on the horizontal axis the modified Weber
number We†is plotted, which is a measure of the deformability of the droplet, and
could be written as We† ∝ Ed /Eg (ρgφ0g D2

0)/σ (see for more details, Sec. 2.4). In
this figure one can see that the diameter decreases for increasing bulk wettability
(i.e., the wettability and/or size of the grains). Note that in chapter 3, we devel-
oped a theory including the bulk wettability and found a collapse of the data. If
the crater diameter is related to the maximum droplet spreading, as postulated by
[14, 17, 72], we expect that when we plot these two measures against each other,
they collapse onto a single curve (figure 5.5c). However, the data of D∞

c /D0 ver-
sus D∗

d
/D0 scatters greatly. In the figure, we indicated the changes that occur with

packing fraction and impact energy: both diameters increase with increasing im-
pact energy and when the packing fraction is increased, D∗

d
increases and D∞

c de-
creases. Furthermore, if we plot the non-dimensional final crater diameter against
Es/Eg (figure 5.5a), a simple collapse is observed, with no dependence on the bulk
wettability. All in all, this shows that the hypothesis that maximum droplet spread-
ing and crater diameter are related, does not hold.

5.B Excavated crater volume for small grains

In Sec. 5.5, the excavated crater volume V ∞
c for impacts on 200 µm hydrophobic

grains was discussed. Here, we show V ∞
c for the same type of hydrophobic grains,

but with an average diameter of dg = 114 µm, see figure 5.6. Similar to the results
of the larger grain size, we observe that the crater volume data of droplet and solid
intruder collapses with Es /Eg for φ0 > 0.58 (figure 5.6c). For loose beds of φ0 < 0.56
the data is disperse (figure 5.6a) and seems to collapses better with Ek /Eg (inset),
which is an unexpected result (see main text). For the packing fractions between
0.56 <φ0 < 0.58, it is indefinite. The excavated volume created by impacts on these
smaller grains (dg = 114 µm) result in slightly smaller crater volumes V ∞

c /Vi then
the ones observed on beds with a mean diameter of dg = 200 µm.
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Figure 5.5: a) The maximum crater diameter D∞
c normalized with D0 collapses against the

non-dimensional Es /Eg for water droplet impact on various substrates. b) The maximum
droplet spreading is plotted against a modified Weber number We† for the same data sets.
c) The dimensionless final crater diameter D∞

c /D0 is plotted against the dimensionless
maximum droplet spreading diameter D∗

d
/D0. The arrows indicate the increase in packing

fraction φ0 and the dimensionless impact energy Ek/Eg .
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Figure 5.6: The final crater volume V ∞
c , normalized with the intruder volume Vi , is plotted

against the non-dimensional kinetic energy Es/Eg for a) low packing fractions, 0.55 <φ0 <
0.56, b) 0.56 < φ0 < 0.58 and c) the same range as in figure 5.3: 0.58 < φ0 < 0.60. The
insets display the same data plotted for Ek /Eg (axis are the same). The same symbols as
in figure 5.2 are used, with the droplet data again filled light green and the solid intruder
data with open dark purple symbols. Only data for grains of mean diameter dg = 114 µm
are shown.
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6
Droplet impact near a millimeter-size hole

We investigate drop impact dynamics near closed pits and open-ended pores exper-

imentally. The resulting impact phenomena differ greatly in each case. For a pit,

we observe three distinct phenomena, which we denote as a splash, a jet and an air

bubble, whose appearance depends on the distance between impact location and

pit. Furthermore, we found that splash velocities can reach up to seven times the

impact velocity. Drop impact near a pore, however, results solely in splashing. In-

terestingly, two distinct and disconnected splashing regimes occur, with a region of

planar spreading in-between. For pores, splashes are less pronounced than in the

pit case. We state that, for the pit case, the presence of air inside it plays the crucial

role of promoting splashing and allowing for air bubbles to appear.

This chapter is published as: Rianne de Jong, Oscar R. Enríquez, and Devaraj van der Meer,
“Exploring droplet impact near a millimetre-size hole: comparing a closed pit with an open-ended
pore", J. Fluid Mech. 772, 427-444 (2015).
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CHAPTER 6. IMPACT NEAR A HOLE

6.1 Introduction

Droplet impact can be observed regularly in daily life, for example, when raindrops
hit the ground or while washing the dishes. Additionally, in industrial processes
such as spray coating, spray cooling and inkjet printing, drop impact is of major
importance. The topic has been studied for more than a century, starting with
Worthington, who in 1876 listed the huge variety in shapes that the drop can take
after impact on a solid substrate [28]. It has been found that the liquid properties,
the droplet size and velocity, the wettability and roughness of the substrate, as well
as the surrounding gas pressure, all have an influence on the behavior of the drop
after impact. For example, under different conditions the lamella spreading may
lead to prompt splashing, corona splashing and fingering [30, 39, 46, 99, 102, 106,
128].

Despite of the fact that many real surfaces are likely to be rough and inho-
mogeneous, droplet impact research has mostly concentrated on homogeneous
isotropic solid surfaces. However, some authors have looked at smooth solid sub-
strates containing a single obstacle [129–133], such as the impact of a droplet near
an open-ended hole (pore), revealing different flow behaviour depending on the
impact location. For a centred impact, the inner part of the droplet will enter the
pore and the remaining liquid will spread [129, 130]. If the droplet falls beside
a pore on a wetting substrate, the liquid will be slightly deflected downwards as it
spreads over the pore and a splash is created at the outer edge [132]. This is a local-
ized splash, which differs from lamella splashing (e.g., prompt or corona splashing
[30, 102]).

Just as in the previous examples, our interest is in droplet impact on a smooth
surface containing a hole. The difference is that we focus on impacts on closed
holes (pits) of varying diameter and depth which we experimentally investigate
and compare to the behavior for impacts on (open-ended) pores. A pit will in-
duce significantly different flow patterns through the interaction of the liquid with
both the bottom and the air inside it. This gives rise to richer phenomena than in
the pore case. Furthermore, we will address the different regimes by varying the
distance of impact to the hole in small steps.

We have structured this chapter as follows. In Sec. 6.2, we introduce the ex-
perimental setup in detail. In Sec. 6.3 and Sec. 6.4, we describe our experimental
observations for impact near pits and pores respectively. In addition, Sec. 6.4 pro-
vides a comparison between impact near pit and pore. Finally, Sec. 6.5 summarises
our findings.
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6.2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
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Figure 6.1: a) Schematic representation of the impact of a droplet on a plate with a row
of holes, in this case closed pits. The impact is recorded simultaneously by both a side
view camera and a bottom view camera with help of a mirror. b) The relevant parameters
are denoted: droplet diameter Dd , pit diameter Dp , pit depth Zp , the distance between
the centers of pit and droplet, rdp, and the distance between the outer pit edge and the
nearest droplet edge, ∆. The latter can be normalized with Dp to a new parameter ∆

∗.
All parameters are the same for a pore. c) No overlap occurs when ∆

∗ ≥ 1. d) There is
complete overlap at ∆∗ = 0.

6.2 Experimental details

To study the effect of droplet impact near a hole, we use the experimental setup
illustrated in figure 6.1a. Droplets are generated by expelling liquid from a syringe
at a low rate (≤ 0.4 ml/min), through a pipe and into a capillary needle (outer di-
ameter 0.85 mm). The droplet formed at the needle tip detaches as soon as the
gravitational force overcomes that of surface tension. We use milli-Q water (den-
sity ρ = 998 kg/m3, surface tension σ = 73 mN/m and viscosity µ = 1.0 mPa s)
with about 0.5% in volume of red food dye added to increase contrast (without
changing the surface tension). With these properties and the fixed needle size, the
droplet diameter equals Dd ≈ 3.0 mm. Unless stated otherwise, the impact veloc-

ity Ui ≈ 3.0 m/s and therefore the Weber number is given by We = ρDdUi
2

σ
≈ 370

and the Reynolds number is Re = ρDdUi

µ ≈ 9 × 103. Hence, all experiments are
performed in the inertial regime and no prompt or corona splashing occurs (the
threshold velocity for corona splashing is 4–5 m/s for water, We= 650–1050 [47]).

The target surface is a perspex plate containing a row of six equidistant holes,
with a distance between the hole centers of 5.0 mm which is sufficient to prevent
that the flow at one hole affects the flow at the other one. The milli-Q water has a
contact angle on the substrate of 70°±10°. The pits and pores were made with a
drill which has a tip angle of 118◦, such that the bottom of the pit has a slight angle
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Table 6.1: Overview of the investigated pit sizes.

Diameter Dp [mm] 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.5
Depth Zp [mm] 0.5 2.0 4.0 1.0 1.5

as well (figure 6.1). The edge of the holes is sharp, of about 90°, and due to the
drilling process, the edge can be slightly rough on a scale of 0.1 mm. For the pit di-
mensions (table 6.1) we selected a large diameter-to-depth aspect ratio (2.0/0.5),
a small one (2.0/4.0) and one of order unity (2.0/2.0). To also assess the impor-
tance of the absolute size (or pit-to-droplet-diameter ratios), we selected several
different pits, while keeping the aspect ratio fixed at unity (1.0/1.0), (1.5/1.5) and
(2.0/2.0). The depth is measured at the pit center. We tested one pore (i.e., a hole
that penetrates through the entire substrate) with a diameter Dp of 2.0 mm and a
length of 10 mm.

Two relevant geometrical dimensionless parameters can be denoted for the
substrate: Dd /Dp and Dd /Zp . Regarding the first one, if Dd /Dp ≫ 1, we speculate
that the spreading droplet will be hardly affected by the pit. It will act as small-scale
roughness, and can enhance prompt splashing [102, 134]. For Dd /Dp ≪ 1, the
droplet will just spread inside the pit and if impact energy is sufficient, splash at the
edges of it (see [135]). Therefore, we chose Dd /Dp in this chapter always slightly
larger than 1, i.e., Dd ≥ Dp . The other parameter Dd /Zp varies between 0.75–6
(pit) and for the pore case, it goes effectively to 0. This parameter is of interest as
it gives the ratio of droplet volume to the volume of air enclosed in the pit, and
therefore indicates the relative importance of the role of air.

The key parameter varied in this chapter, ∆, is given by the distance between
the outer pit edge and the nearest drop edge, see figure 6.1b. To explore ∆ in a
uniform way for the various pit diameters, we normalize it by the pit diameter Dp

and denote this dimensionless distance as ∆∗:

∆
∗ =

∆

Dp
=

rdp +Dp /2−Dd /2

Dp

where rdp is the distance between the centers of droplet and pit. Figures 6.1b-d

provide a schematic explanation of the significance of this quantity ∆
∗. The region

0 <∆
∗ < 1 corresponds to a partially covered pit at the moment of droplet impact.

When ∆
∗ is greater than 1, the droplet falls beside the pit. At a negative ∆

∗, the
droplet completely covers the pit. Hence, this dimensionless ∆∗ contains informa-
tion about both inner and outer pit edges, which is relevant for the phenomena we
observe. This information would be lost if ∆ were scaled with the droplet diameter.
In our experiments, ∆∗ is adjusted between −0.4 and 1.3 with small increments.
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Figure 6.2: Time evolution of a splash imaged from the side (top) and from below (bot-
tom). The droplet impacts at a dimensionless distance ∆

∗ = 0.89 from a pit with a diam-
eter Dp = 1.5 mm and a depth Zp = 1.5 mm. At t = 0.6 ms the splash is created by the
deflection of liquid at the outer pit wall. The splash velocity is 4.8 m/s, averaged over the
first millisecond. Droplet diameter Dd and velocity Ui are 2.9 mm and 2.93 m/s respec-
tively. The bar in the two leftmost figures represents 2 mm. Note that the orientation of
the side and bottom view differs by 90◦, see figure 6.1a for the coordinate system.

The impact events are recorded simultaneously by high-speed cameras from
the side (Photron SA1.1) and from below (pits: Photron APX-RS, pores: Photron
SAX2) at a frame rate of 5− 10 kHz (figure 6.1a). Additional high-speed imaging
experiments are performed by zooming in from below with a long-distance mi-
croscope to capture the flow behavior inside the pit (Photron SA1.1). The droplet
diameter Dd , impact velocity Ui and the distance between the location of impact
and the pit/pore center, rdp, are determined from the recordings.

6.3 Impact near pits

6.3.1 Observed phenomena

Droplet impact near a pit may result in any of the following three phenomena: (i)
a splash, where spreading liquid is partly diverted at the outer pit edge into the
vertical direction; (ii) a jet, where some liquid is expelled from the pit at the inner
pit edge in an almost exclusively vertical direction; and (iii) an air bubble, which
is seen to emerge from the pit. More details on the phenomena are given in table
6.2. Figures 6.2 and 6.3 present a series of side and bottom view images extracted
from the recordings.
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hoi

Table 6.2: Overview and definitions of various phenomena.
Phenomenon Hole type Description
Jet Pit A jet emerges at the inner edge, i.e., the edge closest to

the point of impact, and originates from liquid that en-
ters the pit and is deflected upwards by the presence of
a bottom (and side walls). In time, a jet always occurs
after a splash.

Air bubble Pit An air bubble appears for almost full overlap between
droplet and pit caused by a pressure build-up inside the
latter.

Splash Pit or pore A splash is created as spreading liquid hits the outer
edge of pit or pore, which acts as an obstacle to the
flow. It is observed for all pit experiments (as long as
∆
∗ < 1.5) and always happens before a jet or an air bub-

ble.
Slow splash Pore A slow splash occurs for 1.0 < ∆

∗ < 1.5 and has most
likely the same origin as the pit splash. It is broad and
moves inwards in the horizontal direction.

Thin splash Pore A thin splash also appears at the outer edge, but for
0.5 < ∆

∗ < 0.7. It has less momentum than the pit
splash (under the same conditions), is thin and shoots
upwards. Notice that for 0.7 < ∆

∗ < 0.85, there is no
splash. This marks the distinction between the slow
and the thin splash.

Blob Pore A blob is a slow splash, however, only visible for a few
frames and with a negligible velocity. It appears in the
region 0.85 <∆

∗ < 1.0.
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Figure 6.3: Snapshots of two distinct phenomena: The formation of a jet a) and the ap-
pearance of an air bubble b) imaged from the side (left) and from below (right). The bar in
the top figures represents 2 mm. Note that the orientation in side and bottom view differs
by 90◦. For both cases the parameters are as follows: Dp = 2.0 mm, Zp = 2.0 mm, Dd = 3.1
mm, Ui = 2.99 m/s. a) For a dimensionless distance of ∆∗ = 0.16, first a fast splash appears
at t = 1.2 ms, and subsequently a jet is observed at t = 1.6 ms. The velocities in the first
millisecond are 17.7 m/s for the splash and 2.8 m/s for the jet. b) For full overlap between
droplet and pit (∆∗ = −0.25), the resulting phenomenon is totally different. Air is pushed
out of the pit by the impacting water. An air bubble is visible at the pit edge at time t = 1.2
ms and another air bubble is observed at the spreading edge from t = 1.8 ms onward. The
first is the air bubble we will focus on in this chapter. Both are indicated with dashed cir-
cles.
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Splash

In figures 6.2 and 6.3 we can see examples of splashes forming as spreading liq-
uid impacts on the outer edge of the pit, with which we denote the spot that is
most distant from the droplet’s impact location. Although this phenomenon is ob-
served for the whole range of ∆∗ explored, the direction and velocity of the splash
varies. For small overlap (figure 6.2), the splash is thin, curved inwards and its
speed is comparable to the impact velocity. As overlap increases (figure 6.3a), the
splash becomes faster and more vertical. For full overlap (figure 6.3b), it is broad,
slow and moving mainly horizontally. The splash velocity is discussed in detail in
Sec. 6.3.3. From the high-speed imaging experiments capturing the flow inside
the pit (figure 6.4a), we found that liquid is also deflected downwards and that
some will remain in the pit after the impact event. The flow is captured in a simple
schematic in figure 6.6a.

Jet

A jet is only created when the impacting droplet overlaps with the pit. The nec-
essary amount of overlap depends on the pit depth. In figure 6.3a (∆∗ = 0.16)
two phenomena occur: first, a splash at the outer edge (at t = 1.2 ms) and sub-
sequently, a thicker object appears at the inner edge, which we denote as a jet. In
this case, there are two competing flow mechanisms: on the one hand, the spread-
ing liquid that leads to splashing as described above; on the other hand, as there is
overlap between droplet and pit, part of the liquid can immediately enter.

By what mechanism is the jet created? The flow inside the pit cannot be di-
rectly extracted from the close-up views in figure 6.4c. For pits of 4.0 mm in depth,
however, the flow is visible on the side view images, see figure 6.5. As the pit is
not totally in focus, the air-water interface is indicated by a dashed line. The ex-
tracted flow, which is also illustrated in figures 6.6c-e, is as follows: after impact,
the liquid will spread outwards and hit the outer edge, resulting in an upward and
a downward splash. The latter will continue on the pit bottom and will be de-
flected upward at the inner edge, resulting in a jet. The location where the jet ap-
pears, indicates that the outward flow dominates the downward one. This flow
path is consistent with the observed jet emergence times, which will be discussed
in Sec. 6.3.4.

Air bubble

Another observed phenomenon, an air bubble, is found for large overlap (∆∗ ≈ 0).
Here we show the case for which ∆

∗ =−0.25 (see figure 6.3b). The air bubble is vis-
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Figure 6.4: Images showing the flow inside a pit of 2.0 mm in both diameter and depth.
a) For small overlap between droplet and pit (∆∗ = 0.83± 0.05), liquid enters the pit at
the outer edge, resulting in an inward flow. b) For full overlap (∆∗ = −0.06± 0.05), after
liquid enters the pit, an air bubble emerges. c) For partial overlap between drop and pit
(∆∗ = 0.47±0.05), the flow behavior is more complex, as liquid and air mix. However, a
splash can be seen at the outer edge and a jet at the inner one (as can also be observed in
figures 6.3a and 6.5).
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Figure 6.5: For partial overlap (∆∗ = 0.22), the liquid enters at the outer side of the pit, is
deflected upwards by the bottom, after which a jet appears at the inner edge. Each frame
shows the spreading droplet on top of the substrate as well as the flow inside the pit, with
an extra picture for the flow inside the pit with enhanced brightness and contrast directly
below it. Pit diameter and depth are 2.0 and 4.0 mm respectively (The pit on the left is
shallow in depth, and hence not visible from the side). The inset in the first figure gives
the bottom view at the moment of impact, showing that the droplet impacts in line with
the pits and hence in the plane of the side view camera. The scale bar represents 2.0 mm.
Other parameters are as follows: Dd = 3.0 mm, Ui = 3.03 m/s and Us = 9.2 m/s.
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b)a)

c) d) e)

Figure 6.6: A schematic representation of the (possible) flow shortly after impact as in-
ferred from high-speed images taken from below with a long-distance microscope focus-
ing on the pit (see figure 6.4). a) For little overlap, liquid spreads outwards, hits the outer
pit edge and is deflected both upward and downward. b) For full overlap, liquid flow is
separated: a broad splash outwards (right arrow) and liquid entering the pit near the in-
ner pit edge. This liquid pushes out an air bubble at the outer pit edge (filled circle). c)-e)
Liquid hits the outer pit edge c), creating an upward and downward flow d), resulting in a
splash at the outer edge and a jet at the inner one, penetrating the flat drop e).

ible at time t = 1.2 ms at the outer edge. Subsequently, it moves slightly outwards
(t = 1.8 ms) and breaks up (t = 3.0 ms). From the bottom view images (figure 6.4b),
we can see that the central part of the droplet enters the pit. The corresponding
flow is sketched in figure 6.6b.

We state that the air bubble is pushed out as a consequence of liquid seal-
ing the pit. The driving mechanism is a pressure build-up due to liquid entering
the closed-off pit, i.e., the air inside it gets compressed. There are three pressures
to be considered: the dynamic impact pressure, the hydrostatic pressure and the
Laplace pressure. The dynamic pressure is already relevant at early times, because
it is responsible for liquid entering the pit. Its initial value scales with ρU 2

i
∝ 10 kPa

and is observed (from simulations) to drop quickly after τ = Dd /(2Ui ) for droplet
impact on both a liquid film and a solid substrate [36, 136]: it is one order of mag-
nitude smaller at t ≈ 1.5τ and two orders of magnitude at t ≈ 3.0τ. In our case, the
impact time scale is τ= 0.5 ms. The hydrostatic pressure applied by the liquid film
is ∆Pfilm = ρg d , where g is the gravitational acceleration and d is the thickness of
the film. Even if the liquid film were 1 mm thick, the film pressure ∆Pfilm would be
approximately 10 Pa and would therefore constitute a negligible obstacle for the
air bubble to move upwards. Calculating the Laplace pressure, one finds it to be of
the same order of magnitude as the pressure build-up inside the pit ∆Ppit. There-
fore, it will influence the final shape and size of the bubble, but it will not prevent
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the bubble from appearing.
Hence, the air has to get compressed, such that the pressure build-up ∆P in-

side the pit overcomes the impact pressure. With Boyle’s law we can estimate the
volume of compression that is needed: ∆V =Vp∆P/(P0 +∆P) ≡ αVp . The precise
value of ∆P depends on the moment the pit is sealed, i.e., on the droplet velocity
at that time. As we show in figure 6.7, air bubbles are observed for large overlap
only, and consequently, time of pit closure is rather short. Therefore, using Ui is
a reasonable estimate: ∆P ≈ 1

2ρU 2
i

and accordingly ∆V ≈ 0.04Vp . This indicates
that only a small amount of liquid needs to enter the sealed pit, in order to reach a
pressure inside it opposing the dynamic pressure.

As the dynamic pressure quickly drops after t > τ, one can expect air bubbles
to form slightly afterwards. We observe air bubbles in a time range of 0.8−1.6 ms.
Hence, as soon as the liquid has decelerated sufficiently, the pressure build-up
inside the pit becomes dominant and thus the appearance of the air bubble is di-
rectly related to the amount of liquid that enters the pit: for all practical purposes
the air within the pit can be considered to be incompressible.

For almost the whole ∆
∗ range, there is an asymmetry between the liquid en-

tering the pit and the pit itself, therefore designating where the air bubble appears.
However, when the centers of the droplet and the pit are aligned at impact (rdp =
0), a Rayleigh-Taylor (or Richtmyer-Meshkov) instability can play a role. Its charac-
teristic acceleration is given by a∗ =U 2

i
/(Dd /2+αZp ), whereα is the pressure frac-

tion calculated above: α≈ 0.04, indicating that the air quickly decelerates the liq-
uid. The unstable wavelengths for water are λunstable > 2π

√

σ/(ρa∗)& 0.7 mm for
all the investigated pit depths. Therefore, this instability can dominate for head-on
impact as it is smaller than the pit diameters, which vary from 1.0−2.0 mm.

6.3.2 Phase diagram

All of the phenomena discussed above are plotted in the phase diagram of fig-
ure 6.7, which maps their dependence on the dimensionless distance ∆

∗ and the
dimensionless pit depth Zp /Dd . The broad picture is as follows: Decreasing ∆

∗

from large to intermediate to small, we move from a regime with a splash only,
through one with a splash and a jet, into a region with a splash together with an
air bubble. Decreasing the dimensionless pit depth enlarges the range (of ∆∗) for
which a jet is observed, whereas the domain in which an air bubble is found re-
mains approximately constant in size until the pit becomes too shallow to produce
an observable bubble or jet.

The transition between splash only and jetting (near ∆∗ = 1) suggests that for
deeper pits a larger overlap is needed to produce a jet. This is probably related to
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Figure 6.7: Phase diagram of the three different types of phenomena (splash, jet and air
bubble) in the parameter space spanned by the dimensionless distance between the outer
pit edge and nearest drop edge ∆

∗ and the dimensionless pit depth Zp /Dd . All experi-
ments are done in the inertial regime for a Weber number of We≈ 370. The shaded regions
and their boundaries are guides for the eye: the left one ( \ \ ) represents the region where
an air bubble appears, the right shaded area ( / / ) shows the region where a jet is present.
The droplet diameter and velocity are kept constant within a 3% accuracy to 3.0 mm and
2.95 m/s, respectively. Note that a splash is observed in all cases, albeit sometimes small.

the longer travel path (2Zp +Dp ) before the liquid can exit a deeper pit (i.e., as a
jet; figure 6.6c-e). There are two lines of reasoning regarding the relation between
depth and jet formation. First, a long travel path has more dissipation than a short
one, and second, as a longer path will take a longer time, there can be a larger
droplet mass above the liquid in the pit, preventing it from leaving. On the other
side of the regime, near ∆∗= 0, where jetting gives way to the formation of a bubble
only, the reasoning is similar. Again, we think that the disappearance of the jet, that
occurs for larger ∆∗ as the pit depth increases, is related to the path that the liquid
needs to travel. In addition, for full overlap (∆∗ < 0), a jet is noticed at the outer
edge, appearing after the splash.

The air bubble regime is bound between ∆
∗ ≈ 0.1 and the minimum value of

∆
∗, where the latter by its definition increases with increasing pit diameter, caus-

ing the blank region in the top left of figure 6.7, where no measurements are pos-
sible for the pits we have used. We found that the location of the first-mentioned
boundary (around ∆

∗ ≈ 0.1) solely depends on the absolute distance ∆, i.e., the
transition is invariant of the pit diameter and depth. For all pit sizes tested, the
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transition occurs at ∆ = 0.22 mm. We believe that the invariance for the pit di-
ameter Dp relates to the spreading front of the droplet near to this critical ∆. The
spreading liquid overcomes the disruption by the pit for this small distance and
encloses the pit quickly from both sides. In addition, it is independent of pit depth,
because the pressure build-up inside the pit is sufficient for any of the pit depths
(see Sec. 6.3.1 for details); it suffices to have a trapped amount of air. Note that the
jet regime and air bubble regime partly coincide (∆∗ ≈ 0.1). It means that there is a
slow transition from mainly outward spreading liquid (figures 6.6c-e) to liquid that
mainly enters the pit (figure 6.6b).

Finally, we speculate on the changes to the phase diagram of figure 6.7 if we
were to increase the drop size. Keeping ∆

∗ constant, this would increase the mass
flow towards and inside the pit, and therefore it can be expected that the regime
where jets are observed would be slightly extended towards higher values of ∆∗.
We do not anticipate a similar change for the air bubble regime, since the liquid
volume entering the pit does not depend on the droplet size (cf. Sec. 6.3.1).

6.3.3 Splash velocity

Figure 6.8a shows a plot of the splash velocity against ∆∗ for various pit sizes. First,
we can observe that for large distance (∆∗ & 1) the splash velocity is close to the
impact velocity. Second, the splash velocity increases rapidly with decreasing ∆

∗,
until a maximum is reached of seven times the impact velocity at ∆∗ ≈ 0.2. Third,
beyond that maximum, the splash velocity Us decreases with decreasing distance.
The splash velocity was measured always within 1.0 ms from its first appearance
and was obtained by averaging over 1.0 ms to diminish effects of shape fluctua-
tions of the tip droplet. In very few cases, the averaging was done for a shorter
time period, typically when splash velocities were small. For fast splashing, air
drag will have an effect on the droplets, as the droplets are far above their terminal
velocity, especially when they are small [137]. However, this velocity reduction in
the averaging time is within our measurement error. Figure 6.8b, for a pit of 2.0
mm in both diameter and depth and different impact velocities, indicates that the
splash velocity can be normalized with the impact velocity. Some authors have
proposed that Us ∼U 3/2

i
for another type of splashing, namely the appearance of

micro-droplets at the first instant of prompt splashing [137, 138]. Such a scaling
does not lead to a better collapse of the data. (For the above, note that this is the
only instance in this chapter where the impact velocity is varied.)

As we consider the behavior of the individual pit sizes in figure 6.8a, we notice
that to reach high splash velocities a pit depth of 1.5− 2.0 mm is optimal (filled
symbols). For a deeper pit of 4.0 mm, Us levels off (♦), which is also the case for the
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Figure 6.8: a) The dimensionless splash velocity Us/Ui as a function of the dimension-
less distance ∆

∗ for various pit sizes. For decreasing distance ∆
∗ the splash velocity Us

increases up to a maximum of 7Ui at around ∆
∗ = 0.2. An average error bar is given at

the top left. b) A selection of the data of a), for 2.0 mm × 2.0 mm pits, with various sym-
bols indicating the different impact velocities. c) The dimensionless splash velocity Us/Ui

is now shown as function of the dimensionless distance between droplet center and pit
edge, (∆+Dd /2)/Dd . The solid line is related to the lamella spreading theory of [47].
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shallowest pit (▽). One outlier is the pit of 1.0 mm in both diameter and depth (�),
because the splash velocity only increases from ∆

∗ ≤ 0.2, which is, interestingly,
also the critical ∆∗ for the transition to air bubbles for this pit size. For all other
pits, the upward trend in velocity starts from ∆

∗ ≈ 0.5. For each pit size, the data is
consistent within its measurement uncertainties, except for a pit depth of 2.0 mm
(•) at ∆∗ ≈ 0.1. We believe that the main flow behavior at this ∆

∗ is very sensitive
to small fluctuations during impact, since this ∆∗ domain is a transition region, in
which both a jet and an air bubble occur.

Splash velocity related to lamella spreading

For droplet impact on solid substrates, the spreading of the lamella in time has
been widely studied [47, 139, 140]. A scaling for this spreading radius in time is
easily obtained with simple dimensional analysis. However, an exact prediction
had only recently been obtained [47], which matches well with lamella spread-
ing experiments. By using potential flow theory combined with Wagner’s theory
[141], Riboux & Gordillo [47] find that the spreading of the wetted area goes as
R/(Dd /2) =

√

3tUi /(Dd /2). This can be related to our experiments by looking at
the distance between the droplet center and the pit edge, which is L ≡ ∆+Dd /2
(see figure 6.1b). We can try to relate L to the splash velocity, by first taking its
time derivative: dL/d t =

√

3DdUi /(8t ) = 3DdUi /(4L). If Us scales with dL/d t , the
derivation gives Us /Ui ∼ (3/4)/(L/Dd ). Note, however, that the theory of Riboux
& Gordillo [47] pertains to the spreading of the circular wetted area and not to the
faster ejecta spreading. Hence, a slightly larger pre-factor should be expected.

We show the prediction in figure 6.8c, plotting the dimensionless splash ve-
locity versus L/Dd = (∆+Dd /2)/Dd . Interestingly, the data follows this scaling
for L/Dd > 0.8. However, especially for the fast splashes (solid symbols), the data
clearly deviates from lamella spreading, suggesting a different mechanism. We
think that the relevant difference in experiments with various pit sizes, is the
amount of air initially in the pit and the resulting outward air flow as the liquid
enters into it.

6.3.4 Time until jet formation

The jet is caused by liquid that enters the pit (mainly) at the outer edge and travels
a path sjf ≃ 2Zp +Dp to appear at the inner pit edge, see figure 6.6 for a sketch. We
measured the time between impact and jet formation, tjf, and show it in figure 6.9a

as a function of ∆∗. The jet formation time is always found to be longer for larger
pits. When it is normalized with sjf/Ui , the data collapses nicely, see figure 6.9b.
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Figure 6.9: a) The time that it takes for a jet to shoot out from the moment of impact, tjf as
a function of the dimensionless distance ∆

∗ for three different pit depths Zp . b) The non-
dimensional jet formation time (scaled with the impact velocity Ui and the travel path sjf)
as a function of ∆∗. The data collapses nicely.

Furthermore, we note that the proper velocity to collapse the jet time, tjf, is the
impact velocity, rather than the splashing velocity. In the region 0 < ∆

∗ < 0.4, tjf

hardly changes, in contrast to the splashing velocity (figure 6.8a), which changes
rapidly in this regime. Moreover, the splashing velocity reaches significantly dif-
ferent values when depth is varied.

6.4 Impact near a pore

6.4.1 Observed phenomena

Impact near an open-ended pore results in a splash or no splash, i.e., neither jets
nor air bubbles are observed. This stands to reason in view of the mechanisms by
which the latter two are formed: the jet and air bubble need a bottom wall and an
enclosed cavity with air for their formation respectively. However, three distinct
splash types are observed: a splash, a thin splash and a blob, all caused by spread-
ing liquid hitting the outer pore edge. See table 6.2 for the splash definitions. Fig-
ure 6.10 presents these phenomena as a function of ∆∗ along with experimental
snapshots. Surprisingly, there are two distinct splashing regimes separated by a
region in which planar spreading occurs.

For 1.0 <∆
∗ < 1.5, we observe a slow splash, which descends into a region with

a blob at both ∆
∗ < 1.0 and ∆

∗ > 1.5, until just planar spreading is seen. Note that
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Figure 6.10: The various phases observed when a droplet impacts near an open-ended
pore: a splash (©), a thin splash (▽), a blob (�) or planar spreading (♦). a) Phase diagram
of different kinds of pore splashes. b) A zoom of a). c),d) Images of each phenomenon,
with side view c) and bottom view d). Snapshots are all taken 1.7 ms after impact and
from left to right ∆∗ is given by 0.55,0.74,0.94 and 1.14 respectively. The bar in each image
represents 2.0 mm. Note that the orientation in side and bottom views differs by 90°. The
dashed lines in d) indicate the area near the pore that remains dry throughout spreading.

a blob denotes a splash that is only visible for a short time and has almost no ve-
locity. The slow splash appears at the outer pore edge, but tends to travel sideways
rather than upwards. It broadens towards the inner pore edge (see side view im-
age), and remains thin in the other horizontal dimension (see bottom view image).
This splash is the one studied by Roisman et al. [132], who restricted themselves
to impacts near 1.0 mm (in diameter) pores for ∆∗ > 1, i.e., for no overlap between
droplet and pore, and is simply caused by liquid deflected by the pore edge. In
other words, we believe that this splash has a similar origin as the one observed
for the pit. The disappearance of the splash for large ∆

∗ (> 1.5) is probably due
to the fact that the spreading liquid loses its kinetic energy to surface energy [39].
On the other boundary, ∆∗ < 1, not all downward motion will be transferred to
(horizontal) spreading and this motion is not opposed and redirected by the air
present in the pore, as in the case of the pit. Therefore, the main flow will become
downward, all the way through the pore.

The other splash regime is found in the range 0.5 < ∆
∗ < 0.7, and has sharp
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transitions towards planar spreading at both boundaries. Here we observe thin
splashes, which reach higher velocities than the slow splash (see Sec. 6.4.2 and
figure 6.11). These thin splashes are created when there is already partial overlap
between drop and pore, such that quickly after impact the pore edge is partially
wetted. As there is no pressure to oppose it, the liquid at the edge can flow into the
pore. Therefore, we conjecture that liquid entering from different sides collides
inside the pore, leading to a focused splash at the outer edge.

The intermediate region of 0.7 <∆
∗ < 1.0, where there is only planar spreading

or a small blob visible, suggests that there is a delicate balance between spreading
and downward motion. This balance is responsible for the transitions between
splashing, spreading and thin splashing. Furthermore, if we compare the thin
splash with the splash above a pit for the same ∆

∗-region, the trend in the veloc-
ity, volume, and time of splash formation are all different. Moving to larger over-
lap, i.e., ∆∗ < 0.5, liquid simply enters into the pore, as also observed by Delbos et

al. [129] for full overlap.

Comparing pit and pore

The key difference between the pore and the pit is the difference in interaction
between liquid and air, which becomes clear when comparing figure 6.10 with fig-
ures 6.2 and 6.3. The bottom view images in figure 6.10d show that the pore acts
as an obstacle for the spreading liquid, which it does not overcome (at least not
within the investigated parameter space). There is always a dry area behind the
pore, often with opening angles larger than 90°, measured from the centre of the
pore, indicated in figure 6.10d. For the pit (figures 6.2 and 6.3), the spreading liq-
uid not only encloses the pit, but for small and large overlap clearly overcomes the
disruption. As soon as the pit is sealed, the air inside the pit will behave as a kind of
substrate over which spreading is possible. For the pore, however, air can always
move out at the bottom, and hence there is no resistance to liquid entering.

Furthermore, even when the pit is not yet sealed by the droplet the air will
tend to leave it. As the air can be assumed to be an incompressible fluid, the vol-
ume of water that enters the pit will be equal to the volume of air leaving. There-
fore, the liquid will already be deflected before the pit is closed off. We can make
an estimate of a necessary pit depth, for which the air does not come out im-
mediately and thus compressibility effects become relevant. The time scale for
the pressure wave to bounce back from the pit bottom is given by tc = 2Zp /c ,
with c the velocity of sound in air, and should be comparable to the impact time
τ= Dd /(2Ui ) = 0.5 ms. This results in a pit depth of at least 85 mm before one may
expect any pore-like splash behavior for pits. The difference in air flow explains
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Figure 6.11: The splash velocity normalised by the impact velocity Us/Ui versus the di-
mensionless distance ∆

∗ for impacts near a pore (�). The shaded regions are extracted
from figure 6.10 to indicate where splashing is expected. The pit data (•) is included as a
reference. Error bars are added indicating the typical error in the two splashing regions.

why the splashes for pit and pore differ in velocity (and volume), even in the case
that there is no overlap between the impacting droplet and pit or pore (figure 6.2
and last image in figure 6.10d). Furthermore, it provides a plausible reason that pit
splashes are always observed whereas for pores they only occur for a narrow ∆

∗

range.

6.4.2 Splash velocity

The splash velocity in the two splash regions is measured and reported in fig-
ure 6.11. In the (slow) splashing regime, the splash velocity is fairly constant
around a value of 0.4Ui . In the thin splashing regime, however, the splash velocity
increases with decreasing distance. At ∆

∗ ≈ 0.5, two data points are connected
by a dashed line. The higher data point corresponds to a fast droplet that shoots
out of the pore, of which we could not determine the exact origin, but probably
originates from the tip of the splash. A much slower splash appears 0.3 ms later,
represented by the lower data point. The error bars in the figure differ slightly
for the two splash regimes. For no overlap, the locations of droplet and pore can
be determined with more certainty and the splash fluctuates less, resulting in a
smaller error.
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The splash velocity for impacts near pores is, in general, smaller than for im-
pacts near pits. The maximum splash velocity ratio (Us /Ui ) is at least 1.5 times
smaller, and for the slow splashing regime, i.e., when there is no overlap, it is even
2.5 times smaller. This demonstrates again that the air present in the pit plays a
very important role and that it influences both the size of the splashing regime
and the splash velocity. There is a small region of 0.5 < ∆

∗ < 0.55 where the thin
splash is faster than the pit splash, but overall velocities of the pit splashes are
much larger. Furthermore, the splash becomes very thin, and thus has little mo-
mentum, again pointing to a different origin for the thin splash in comparison to
both the pit splash and the slow splash.

6.5 Conclusions

We have found experimentally that the behavior resulting from the impact of a wa-
ter droplet near a closed pit and an open-ended pore greatly differs. Furthermore,
we observed distinct impact phenomena when the amount of overlap between the
droplet and the hole is varied (table 6.2).

For impact near a pit these phenomena are, from large to intermediate to small
distance ∆

∗: a splash only, both a splash and a jet, and both a splash and an air
bubble respectively (figures 6.2 and 6.3). Moreover, we found that splashing is
most pronounced for pit sizes around 1.5−2.0 mm in diameter and depth, reach-
ing splash velocities up to seven times the impact velocity, see figure 6.8. The size
of the jetting regime, in figure 6.7, clearly narrows as the pit depth is increased, and
completely disappears when the depth is infinite (i.e., the pore case).

For impact near pores, we only observe splashing. This stands to reason, since
the formation of the jet requires the presence of the flow-deflecting pit bottom
and for the emergence of an air bubble an enclosed volume of air is needed, both
of which are not present in the case of a pore. Surprisingly, we find two distinct
splashing regimes, with horizontal spreading in between (figure 6.10). One regime
is for 1.0 < ∆

∗ < 1.5, i.e., when there is no overlap between droplet and pore, and
for which a slow, sideways splash is observed. The other regime is at 0.5 <∆

∗ < 0.7,
where a thin, fast splash is created, which is less pronounced than for the pit case
(see figure 6.11). More research is needed to determine the origin of this splash. We
believe the first splash has the same origin as for the pit splash: spreading liquid
above the hole is deflected at the outer hole edge.

We state that, aside from the presence of a bottom, the role of air is crucial for
the observed differences between the impact phenomena near a pit and a pore.
As soon as the pit is sealed off by the spreading liquid, the air inside will oppose
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liquid entering and therefore promote spreading and splashing. In order for liquid
to enter the pit, air must be displaced by the ensuing pressure build-up inside the
pit. Air might then leave either as a distinct air bubble or along with the liquid
that jets out of the cavity. A common feature of impact near a pit and a pore is the
splash that is observed. However, for the pore, the splash is only visible in a narrow
∆
∗ range, whereas for the pit, the full investigated ∆

∗ range is covered. We believe
that this difference will at least be observed as long as the air inside the pit can
be assumed to be incompressible, which we estimated to be valid for pit depths
smaller than 85 mm.

This chapter is entirely focused on the inertial regime, with We ≈ 370 (and
Re ≈ 9×103) in almost all cases. We believe that the phenomena discussed in this
chapter can be observed for the whole inertial regime (as long as no corona splash-
ing occurs). Furthermore, the splash Weber number can be estimated as 30, also
indicating that the phenomenon can still appear when surface tension is changed,
for example. The jet, however, we expect to be mainly affected by a change in the
impact Weber number, as the jet velocity reduces towards the sides of the ∆

∗ range
shown in figure 6.7. Hence, we expect that a reduced We number will give a smaller
∆
∗ range for which jets are observed.
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7
Summary and outlook

When a raindrop hits a sand bed, it leaves behind a small crater with a mixture
of liquid and grains located (mainly) at the center. By studying this event in the
lab with help of high speed laser profilometry, frequently accompanied with plain
high speed imaging, we could elucidate various physics aspects of this ubiquitous
phenomenon. We investigated the early stage of rain impacting on sand, i.e., a
single drop impact on a still dry bed of grains.

As soon as a drop impacts on a granular bed, both the drop and the target start
to deform, and for wettable grains mixing occurs. This is an in principle entan-
gled state, where the behavior of the drop affects the crater formation, and vice
versa, the behavior of the bed influences the drop response upon impact. This in-
terplay will highly depend on the stiffness of both intruder and target, determined
by e.g., the packing fraction of the bed. Throughout this thesis we showed that
the drop deformation and the sand bed deformation could be studied relatively
independently, by taking one measure into account that indicates the amount of
entanglement: the maximum crater depth Z∗

c . As the droplet is decelerated slower
for a deforming substrate than for a solid one, with a =U 2

0 /(D0+2Z∗
c ), with U0 the

impact velocity, D0 the drop size and Z∗
c the maximum crater depth, we can use

this deceleration to obtain an estimate of the stopping force of the drop. This stop-
ping force serves subsequently as an input to estimate how much energy goes into
either droplet deformation or sand deformation. Hence, we narrowed the entan-
glement down to a still experimentally obtained quantity, the maximum depth of
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the crater Z∗
c .

In chapter 2, we discussed the above described method in detail, showing that
this partitioning indicates that the one that is most deformable (intruder or target)
will absorb most of the impact energy. Furthermore, we showed that the maximum

diameter of the spreading droplets follows a modified Weber number We†1/4
, a

finding that confirmed the approach of using the deceleration of the drop as a
measure, as in this line of reasoning it was proposed by Clanet et al. [39].

In this chapter we used hydrophilic glass beads, and hence, water and grains
will mix. This may either be seen as liquid that penetrates between the grains or
grains that get imbibed in the liquid phase. The mixing results into three types of
muddy crater centers, that are denoted as a doughnut, a truffle and a pancake de-
pending on their shape. We found that the dominating driving pressure of liquid
into the bed is the inertial pressure of the impacting drop and used this pressure
as an input into Darcy’s law, which was used to describe the penetration of liquid
into the pores between the sand grains. From this analysis we estimated the mix-
ing time scale. By taking the ratio of the mixing time to the inertial time scale, we
found that the transition from the compact truffle and doughnut shapes to the flat
pancakes occurs when this ratio is equal to 1. In this way, we showed that truf-
fles and doughnuts occur when mixing is relatively slow and surface tension can
still contract the liquid-grain residues into a compact shape, but when mixing be-
comes fast, the liquid is already for the largest part inside the sand bed before sur-
face tension is able to contract the droplet, which results into flat pancake-shaped
residues.

In chapter 3, we delved further into the mixing between liquid and grains and
studied how it affects the maximum droplet spreading and splashing. We changed
a number of parameters that modify the capillary pull that the liquid experiences
from the substrate, e.g., the wettability of the grains between very hydrophilic to
hydrophobic, the grain size of the beads, and the surface tension of the liquid.
Therefore, besides the inertial pressure, the capillary pressure becomes a key in-
gredient in explaining the mixing of liquid and grains, as it can prevent mixing
for hydrophobic grains, but can contribute significantly to liquid penetration for
a hydrophilic sand bed as well. When the liquid is pushed (or pulled) in-between
the grains, the liquid flow is quickly slowed down by viscous dissipation. In this
chapter we showed that the mixing of liquid and grains can be modeled as the de-
velopment of a viscous boundary layer, analogous to (viscous) droplet spreading
on a solid substrate and captured the effect of this bulk wettability into a modified
Reynolds number Re†. Similar to droplet spreading on a solid substrate, we could
distinguish two spreading regimes: the first is a capillary regime with slow pene-
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tration of the liquid and the droplet spreading scaling with a power-law of We†1/4
,

and the second a viscous regime, where mixing stops the droplet spreading and

the maximum droplet diameter collapses with Re†1/5
. With the same modified

dimensionless numbers, we showed that liquid-grain mixing suppresses liquid
splashing from the lamella edge by means of a non-dimensional splash parameter

K †
d
=We†1/2

Re†1/4
that captured the onset from deposition to splashing.

In chapter 4, we shifted towards the dry part of the crater. We found that the es-
timated portion of the impact energy that goes into sand deformation (chapter 2)
can be used to describe and collapse the relevant crater length scales. However,
regarding the final crater diameter we observed that for loose beds and high im-
pact velocities the data deviates. We therefore investigated the second part of the
formation of the crater, by comparing the crater at the moment it reaches its max-
imum depth and the final crater shape, to see if we could find an answer on why
deviations in the final crater diameter occur. Interestingly, we saw that for the high
energy impacts on loose beds, the transient crater has the steepest slopes, where
final crater angles are all close to the angle of repose. Using a measure of the crater
volume difference, we postulated that in this regime avalanches of grains become
significant in modifying the final crater diameter. A last conclusion in this chapter
is that the crater depth and diameter respond differently to the impact, such that
the ratio of these length-scales displayed a distinct packing fraction dependence
and a small variation with impact energy.

The investigation on crater formation continued in chapter 5. Here we com-
pared the impact of a deformable water droplet on hydrophobic sand with that of
a solid ball of similar size and density as the drop onto the same substrate. We
found that the solid intruder impacts resulted in deeper but narrower craters than
the droplet induced craters. We disproved the intuitive idea that the crater diam-
eter for droplets can be related to the maximum droplet spreading and hence, for
that reason may be broader than the ones caused by a solid intruder. In contrast,
we found that, where mixing clearly decreases the liquid spreading (chapter 3), the
crater diameter does not get measurably smaller. We believe that mixing only lim-
its crater formation when the liquid directly penetrates into the bed or when the
granular bed is very densely packed and only the top layer of grains is affected by
droplet spreading, i.e., when hardly any momentum transfer to the sand occurs.
Despite the observed difference in the crater dimensions, we found for dense beds
of φ0 > 0.58 that the excavated crater volume collapses for solid intruder and water
droplet, when we take into account that for the droplet intruder part of the initial
energy is consumed by drop deformation. This suggests that for dense beds, the
energy dissipation in the sand is the same for a droplet and a solid intruder and is
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independent of the details of the crater formation process. That is to say, it only
matters that a certain amount of grains is moved in the crater formation process,
and not how.

Finally, in chapter 6, we moved away from granular matter as a target and
looked into drop impact onto smooth surfaces containing a single large-scale
roughness, namely a hole with a diameter that was similar but smaller than the size
of the impacting droplet. Two types of holes were investigated, namely smooth
surfaces containing a closed-end pit and those with an open-ended pore that
went all the way through the substrate. For the pits, we found that by decreasing
the distance of impact to the outer pit edge, the observed phenomenon changes
from a splash only, via a splash together with a jet, to a splash and the entrapment
of an air bubble. For the pores, however, we only observe splashing. We showed
that the splash is formed at the outer pit or pore edge, and hence, is plausible to
occur for both pit and pore. For the other two pit phenomena, the air bubble and
the jet, we need an enclosed air pocket or a flow-deflecting pit bottom respectively,
and are thus neither expected nor observed for open-ended pores. For the pore
splash, we surprisingly detected two distinct splash regimes, dependent on the
impact location, but the pits always produced splashes. This indicates that the air
present inside the pit is crucial, not only for the formation of jets and air bubbles,
but also for the occurrence of the splash. This idea is further confirmed by the
difference in splash velocity that was reached for pit and pore splashes.

With this thesis, we have managed to answer various open questions in the
field of drop impact on sand. We could explain the effect of mixing on the droplet
spreading, splashing and final residue shape. We found that mixing does not affect
the dry part of the crater, but that the ability of the drop to deform broadens the
crater and makes it shallower than for a solid intruder. We saw that avalanches are
a relevant restoring force of the granular media, and can contribute significantly to
the final shape of the crater. And we found an experimental partition of the initial
kinetic energy into sand and drop deformation energy. Despite all that, various
open questions still remain.

In chapter 2, but also in other work [14, 17, 85], various liquid-grain morpholo-
gies were reported: a doughnut/ring, a truffle/bump, a sink, a pancake and a pie
shape, which were (in part) nicely exposed in a Gallery of Fluid Motion movie in
2010 [142]. In this thesis, we explained the transition from the curved doughnut
and truffle shapes towards the pancake shapes. The sinks, which occur for small
cohesive grains (< 50 µm), were captured in [85]. However, the differentiation be-
tween a pancake and a pie (i.e., a pancake with a upwardly curved center part) is
still not understood.
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In chapters 2 and 3, we found a theoretical base to explain the effects of a
granular substrate on the spreading behavior of the droplet after it impacts. We
do not have a theoretical prediction yet for the inverse; i.e., can we also model
the influence the deforming droplet shape has on the formation of the crater? In
chapter 5, we took some first steps by making a comparison between droplet and
solid intruders and found that the drops make shallower, but broader craters. In
the literature [76, 78, 143], the effect of the (solid) intruder shape on the granular
bed is investigated. Stevens Bester & Behringer [78] proposed a collisional three-
dimensional model that captures the influence of the intruder on the penetration
depth and, despite the fact that they study much higher impact energies of sev-
eral Joules rather than the microJoules of our experiment, an interesting exten-
sion would be to incorporate a shape change in time, to see if we can explain the
maximum depth reached for deformable droplets. Another approach might be to
estimate the various drag force components for this low-energy case. Experimen-
tally, it will be of help to modify the intruder stiffness in steps, e.g., by changing
the liquid viscosity or by taking deformable balls, such as hydrogels. Besides ex-
perimental work, numerical simulations of droplet impact on sand could greatly
contribute to our understanding of how momentum is transferred from droplet
to sand. Where numerical work has elucidated our knowledge of the impact of
solid objects on sand by studying the problem at the single-grain scale [144, 145],
similar simulations using a continuously deforming intruder would be welcome.

Additionally, for the typical crater dimensions, various power-law scalings
have been reported, see chapter 4. We proposed a plausible reason why there is
a variety in scaling laws exponents reported in the literature, but could not make
a prediction for the expected scaling exponent. More research is needed to cap-
ture the dimensionless quantities that set the problem and solve the quest on the
proper power-law scaling for droplets on sand.

One of the findings in this thesis is that avalanches can affect the final crater
shape. As a matter of fact, this is one example of what can complicate the just
mentioned search to obtain a power-law scaling. It would be interesting to see if
the volume change that can be contributed to avalanches can be measured and
also predicted for this axisymmetric situation.

For droplet impact, we managed to capture the influence of the packing frac-
tion of the bed, into a “deformability factor", i.e., the experimentally measured pre-
factor that we proposed to partition the initial kinetic energy of the drop into sand
deformation and droplet deformation energy. How the packing fraction exactly
affects the stiffness of the sand bed is not yet understood. Furthermore, the pack-
ing fraction plays a role in various properties of a granular bed, e.g., the amount
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of contacts that are present, the stiffness of the bed, the ease with which its grains
are moved (thinking of, e.g., dilatancy [66]), but the role of packing fraction is not
yet well captured in a model. In addition to the geometrical constraint imposed
for high packing fraction (dilatancy), the internal contact network of a packing in-
fluences its force response as well. For frictional particles, this contact network
depends on the preparation method and history and is not simply obtainable in
dry three-dimensional experiments [60, 146]. Despite the enormous challenge it
poses, it is essential to grasp and hopefully predict the role of the packing of the
bed better, as fine desert sand, river sand or coarse beach sand will all respond
differently upon impact.

Two particularly relevant topics were left undiscussed in this thesis, namely the
possible effect of the intruder to grain size ratio and the splash of grains. The first is
a measure for the amount of contacts between intruder and grains during impact,
and can therefore be of relevance in understanding a major source of dissipation
of the impact energy. The granular splash is expected to affect erosion, as relevant
nutrients could splash out, and subsequently by sheet erosion or wind flow get
transported away from the land [1, 2]. Others [3, 15, 20, 112, 147] have investigated
it, where Long et al. [20] indicated that for their impact parameters, a maximum
of 4% of the initial droplet momentum goes into splashing. A full study is however
still lacking.

Lastly, we found for droplet impact near closed-bottom pits and open-ended
pores that the splash velocities of pit and pore differ significantly and we hypoth-
esized that this is due to the presence of air for the pits that causes this increased
speeds. Experiments with altered ambient air pressure could elucidate this topic,
maybe in combination with an attempt on modeling the splash velocity with the
model of Riboux and Gordillo [47, 148, 149], but then taking into account that the
air is dragging the liquid along.

In conclusion, in this thesis we have striven to make progress in understanding
droplet impact on sand by disentangling the three basic processes that this phe-
nomenon consists of, namely droplet deformation, sand deformation, and mixing.
In this way we managed to shed light on the physics underlying this beautiful but
complicated process, in a similar way as how one may understand the famous il-
lusion of figure 1.3 in the introduction, where both the young and elder lady are
seen to coexist, but the individual traits may be observed as well.
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Samenvatting

Regendruppels die inslaan op zand veroorzaken kleine kraters met in het mid-
den wat modder, een fenomeen dat we in Nederland met enige regelmaat kunnen
waarnemen. Regen kan een grote impact op de zandgrond hebben, want door de
hoge inslagsnelheid van de druppels kan het aanzetten tot erosie en daarmee na-
delig zijn voor de groei van gewassen. Als regen echter uitblijft, kiest men vaak
voor besproeiing om de planten van afdoende watertoevoer te verzekeren. Het
voordeel van irrigatie is dat het gecontroleerd kan worden toegepast. Dit is vooral
gunstig als het proces ook begrepen wordt en daarmee effectief toegepast kan wor-
den. Kennis van de precieze interactie tussen vloeistof en korrels kan ook van be-
lang zijn in industriële processen zoals in het farmaceutische productieproces van
pillen. Van een andere orde zijn de kraters die gevormd zijn door de inslag van as-
teroïdes op o.a. de maan. Tijdens de inslag ontstaan echter hoge temperaturen en
in de meeste gevallen wordt de asteroïde vloeibaar en eventueel zelfs gasvormig
[70]. De vorming van kraters door druppelinslag kan dus als inspiratie dienen in
de begripsvorming van deze planetaire kraters, welke door een vervormbaar ob-
ject worden gecreëerd.

In dit proefschrift hebben we de inslag van een enkele druppel op een droog
zandbed onderzocht. Dit is een complex en subtiel proces, want zodra de druppel
inslaat op het zand vervormt zowel de druppel als het substraat, en bovendien
vermengen de korrels en de vloeistof zich in het centrum van de krater die dan
wordt gevormd. Daarbij is het van belang om te ontrafelen wat de invloed is die
de druppelvervorming op het kratervormingsproces heeft, en vice versa, wat voor
weerslag het gedrag van het zandbed heeft op het uitspreiden van de druppel.

Een bevinding die in het het gehele proefschrift terugkomt, is dat de initiële
energie van de druppel kan worden opgesplitst in een afschatting van het deel van
de energie dat naar druppelvervorming gaat en het gedeelte dat in de vervorming
van het zandbed gaat zitten, waardoor de beide processen relatief onafhankelijk
van elkaar bestudeerd kunnen worden.

De vervorming van de druppel en het mengen van vloeistof en zand is de focus
van het eerste deel van het proefschrift. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt aangetoond dat de
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uiteindelijke vorm van het water-zand mengsel in het centrum van de krater af-
hangt van hoe snel deze twee zich vermengen. Op het moment dat er weinig kor-
rels in de druppel worden geabsorbeerd, zal de druppel nadat deze is uitgespreid
zich onder de invloed van de oppervlaktespanning terugtrekken tot een compacte
vorm zoals een donut of een truffel, om zo de hoge kromming aan de buitenrand te
elimineren. Als de snelheid van de druppel voor de inslag zo hoog is dat de vloei-
stof snel tussen de korrels indringt, vinden we dat zodra het vermengde volume
aan korrels en vloeistof een kritische waarde bereikt, de invloed van de kromming
aan de rand voldoende wordt afgezwakt, zodat de druppel zich niet meer kan te-
rugtrekken en het mengsel een platte pannenkoekachtige vorm zal aannemen. We
tonen aan dat de overgang tussen deze twee typen plaatsvindt wanneer de verhou-
ding tussen twee tijdschalen gelijk is aan een. Dit zijn de tijdsduur van de inslag,
die een gevolg is van de massatraagheid van de druppel, en de tijdschaal waarop
zandkorrels en water zich vermengen.

In hoofdstuk 3 kijken we vervolgens naar de invloed van de vermenging op de
maximale druppeluitspreiding door allerlei eigenschappen van het zandbed te va-
riëren. We laten zien dat het mengproces kan worden gemodelleerd naar analogie
van de ontwikkeling van een viskeuze grenslaag aan de onderkant van een druppel
die zich uitspreidt op een vast oppervlak. Door deze benadering tonen we aan dat
voor uitspreiding van de druppel op zand eenzelfde overgang plaatsvindt als voor
de maximale druppeldiameter op een vast oppervlak, namelijk van een regio die
gedomineerd wordt door de oppervlaktespanning naar een gebied waar de dissi-
patie van de initiële energie in de grenslaag substantieel is. Dit laatste gebeurt als
druppel en zand zich snel vermengen. Deze vermenging blijkt ook het wegspatten
van kleine druppeltjes aan de rand van de uitgespreide druppel tegen te kunnen
gaan.

Vervolgens verplaatsen we de aandacht naar de vervorming van het droge zand
en bestuderen in hoofdstuk 4 de typische lengteschalen van de krater, namelijk de
diameter en de diepte. We laten zien dat variaties veroorzaakt door de pakkings-
dichtheid van het zandbed grotendeels verklaard kunnen worden met de eerder
genoemde energieverdeling naar druppel- en zandbedvervorming. Voor hoge in-
slagsnelheid en los op elkaar gepakt zand wijkt de data voor de kraterdiameter
echter af. We tonen aan dat dit veroorzaakt wordt door kleine lawines van korrels
aan de kraterwand, die zorgen voor een grotere uiteindelijke kraterdiameter. On-
danks dat in de literatuur vaak wordt aangenomen dat de ratio tussen kraterdiepte
en -diameter constant is voor druppelinslag op zand, blijkt uit onze experimenten
dat deze afneemt bij een toename in de pakkingsdichtheid van het zandbed.

In hoofdstuk 5 onderzoeken we de invloed van de vervormbaarheid van het
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invallende object door de inslag van een vervormbare druppel op zand te verge-
lijken met die van een balletje met eenzelfde grootte en dichtheid als de druppel.
De kraters gevormd door druppelinslag blijken breder en ondieper te zijn dan die
door niet-vervormbare balletjes. Het lijkt erop dat dit simpelweg een gevolg is van
de intrinsieke eigenschap van een vloeibaar object om te vervormen, namelijk dat
het vervormt als het een kracht ervaart. De druppel vervormt als gevolg van de
kracht die er tijdens de inslag door het zandbed op wordt uitgeoefend en oefent
daarbij als reactie weer een kracht op het substraat uit die niet alleen naar bene-
den toe gericht is, maar ook zijwaarts. Ook al verschillen de kraterdimensies voor
bal- en druppelinslag van elkaar, de kratervolumes blijken verrassend genoeg voor
relatief vast op elkaar gepakte korrels overeen te komen.

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt geen zandbed gebruikt,
maar een vast oppervlak waarin een kleine holte met een diameter in de orde-
grootte van een millimeter aanwezig is. We vergelijken de inslag vlakbij een half-
gesloten uitsparing met die vlakbij een gaatje dat open is aan de onderkant. Het
blijkt dat voor beide type holtes vloeistof wegspat op het moment dat de uitsprei-
dende druppel de rand van de holte bereikt, maar dat voor het half-gesloten kuiltje
de hoeveelheid vloeistof en de snelheid ervan een stuk groter is dan voor een in-
slag vlakbij een compleet open holte. De invloed van de lucht die in de uitsparing
aanwezig is, is de meest waarschijnlijke verklaring hiervoor. Deze kan bij een van
onderen open holte immers simpelweg wegvloeien, maar in het geval van een
kuiltje zal het via de opening bovenaan moeten wegstromen en zal daardoor de
vloeistofstroom beïnvloeden.

In dit proefschrift laten we zien dat het ontrafelen van de drie basisprocessen
die ten grondslag liggen aan druppelinslag op zand cruciaal is om tot een beter
begrip van dit complexe en veelzijdige fenomeen te komen.
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